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IT WAS ROCKLAND’S DAY

THE BLACK CAT

Elaborate Plans Being Made
For Its Obesrvance In
High School Athletes Won Championship Of
This City

Plans for the World Day of
Prayer ceremonies to be conducted
Friday, Feb. 13th at 7.30 p. m„ in
the Tower Room of the Community
(Building, are progressing rapidly
Sunder the leadership of Mrs. Oliver
[ Holden as general chairman and
her able assistant Mrs. Alfred G.
i Hempstead.
The window of the J. F. Gregory
& Son’s Co., has been offered again
this year and Mrs. Louis Walker,
Mrs. Edward Glover and Mrs. John
Smith Lowe are already collecting
materials for an interesting display.
Mrs. Richard Spring director of
the choir is working on the musi
cal program, and Mrs. Gilmore W.
Soule as chairman of arrangements
________________ _____ ____
_____ ____
is in charge of details in the Com, , ,
.
,
, „ „ .
, munity Building with Mrs. Keryn
Here are two talented men who never lose an opportunity to boost ap B|ce as pUt>HCity chairman
_,
Rockland. On the left, Alton Hall Blarkington, who broadcasts “Yankee
-pj
J
..c?7op^ratl?g. ,c^,ur^leis. are‘
Yarns;’’ on the right, Lieut. Edward Rowe Snow, also popular on the The Methodist. Littlefield Memo"mlke.” Maybe you can see what they're reading.
,rial Baptist. Unlversalist. Congre
gational, Jewish Synagogue, Naz
arene and Salvation Army. Inter
ested women from many other
groups will take part.

TUESDAY

By The Roving Reporter

Snow Bowl Carnival

The Operating Fund Campaign handicraft classes may be formed.
Rockland High School skied, skat Joyce, skis; Wheeler and Keller,
for the Community Building gets
The generosity of your contribu
ed and snowshoed off with champ nowshoes). 2nd Rockland (Benson
under way Thursday morning, Feb. tion will make possible a well
ionship of first annual Knox Coun and Bell, skis; McIntosh and Rams
5, with teams organized to cover the trained Recreational Director, who
ty Interscholastic Winter Carnival dell. snowshoes.)
Downhill ski run for Girls: Win
entire business and residential sec will schedule and supervise all ot
at the Snow Bowl Saturday, scoring ner,
Marion Hardy (C); 2nd Mar
tions of the community. This cam the youth activities. His duties
31
points
to
24
for
the
team
repre

garet Connolly (C); 3rd Elaine
will be to organize the youth for the
paign for a $500 Operating Fund,
senting Camden High School and Spruce (C). Time. 18’i sec.
which will permit the Community
Downhill ski run for boys: Win
eight and seven points each for the
ner, Edward Williams (U); 2nd
Building to once more adequately
Union and Rockport teams.
Cedric
Joyce (C); 3rd Ronald
Queen of the carnival was 17serve Rockland’s boys and girls, and
Thurston (R). Time 14 secs.
year
old
Miss
Marion
Jones
of
all the people of our larger com
Girls slalom: Winner Margaret
Washington who is a Junior in
munity. is one campaign that must
Connolly (C); 2nd Elaine Spruce
Union
High
School.
Her
attendants
not fall.
(C); 3rd Marion Harey (C). Time
were Marilyn Dudley of Rockland 58
The financial campaign will also
3-5 secs.
High.
Junior,
and
Frances
Light,
a
serve as a Membership campaign.
Boys’ slalom: Winner Alan Hatch Some of the local barbers (and
Junior
in
Camden
High;
runnersYour membership purchased during
up in the Queen contest. Selection (C); 2nd Cedric Joyce (O; 3rd many of their patrons) will doubtthis Operating Fund' Campaign will
I
Foote (R). Time, 21 1-5 less appreciate this clipping, hand
of the Queen was made during the Charles
be good until Sept. 15, 1949. A year
1 (naming events by an unnamed com- secs.
ed to be by Charlie Childs:
and a half for the price of a year’s
Team total at end of morning “I want a shave.” said the ser
mittee.
membership. Facilities of the Com
activities:
(R)
20;
(C)
8;
(Rport)
geant as he climbed into the bar
The coronation ceremonies were
munity Building will be for members
ber's chair. "No haircut, no sham
held at 8 p. m., in Camden Opera 7; (U) 0.
only.
Team
total,
final:
Rockland
31;
poo, no rum witch hazel, hair ton
House. Principal Carleton Wood
By Joining during this drive, you
Camden
24;
Union
8;
Rockport
7.
ic, hot towels, or face massage. I
placing the crown on the head of
save one-half year. Membership
Officials:
Chairman
of
the
Carni

don’t want the manicurist to work
the Queen. Camille Miller, 3,
val,
Carleton
P.
Wood:
judges
at
rates are as follows:
of Dr. and Mrs. John Mil finish, F. F. Richards, Horace on my nails, nor the boot-black to
“Keag” Folks Turned Out To Carl Jensen Of New York an^hea p^Cmationrd^iiybeXeed daughter
Boys’ and Girls’ Grade School
shine my shoes. I don’t want to be
ler, was the hit of the coronation
Membership, $1.00; pupils attending
the chairman of the City Coun procession in her capacity as Maxey and Winfred Kenoyer. brushed down, and I'll put on my
Now Heads Seafoods Ship by
Hear Albion Beverage
Starter:
Laurence
Dailey.
Awards:
Public Grade Schools.
cil, Osgood A. Gilbert.
coat myself. I Just want a plain
crown-bearer.
yard Division
Roy Young. Superintendent Chris shave, with no trimmings. Under
Friday Night
Bovs’ and Girls’ High School
The Executive Committee for the
Oilman Ramsdell and Richard tie.
Entertainment:
Milford
Payson
Membership. $2.00: pupils attendnWorld
Day
of
Prayer
in
Rockland
Kaler scored heavily for Rockland and Caroline Duley. Publicity: G. stand?”
Carl Jensen of New York became
Albion Beverage, Republican can
lng Public High Schools.
is: Mrs. Oliver Holden, general [in the skatine events Ramedclt “
““.
’’Yes. sir,” said the barber meek
manager
of
General
Seafoods
Ship-[chairman;
Mrs.
Alfred
O.
Hemp!
taking fim pllce In"brth’thS " Lorlmer Walker
didate for U. S. Senate nomination
Regular (men)
Memberships,
ly. "Lather?”
spoke to the folks at the Keag Fri yard Division this morning. He re- [stead,
$3.00; all men, and boys not attend
—o—
.. _ Mrs. Francis
. Stevens.
and 100 yard race while Kaler took
ing Public Schools.
lieves general manager Fled C. Gat Ida Dondis, secretary; Mrs. Harry !a second and third to place the
I read in yesterday’s papers how
George B. Wood, chairman of the day night and said:
Regular (women) Membership,
this country was going to ship 50.000
weight of the points in the Rockinitial gifts committee
"Three years after the war, we combe who is freed for other duties. BlTd" Mr"”
$2.00 all women, and girls not at
land column.
alley cats to Europe to catch the
are
still
bound
by
suicidal
secret
,
in
connection
with
the
Fisheries
Louis
Walker.
Mrs.
John
Smith
activities and games they most entending Public Schools.
Julie and Carole Thomas of Cam Will Soon Be On Exhibition mice, which are destroying valuable
agreements,
Teheran
and
Yalta,
en

Division.
Lowe.
Mrs.
S.
W.
Gregory,
Mrs.
Carl
I
joy
and
are
best
suited
for.
Undei
Family Membership, #5.00; par
grain crops, Here’s hoping The
den were heavy scorers In the girls’,
At the Rockland Public
ents. and all children ln the Im I his direction will be a Youth Con tered by our President with dictorGatcombe, who is still the senior Griffith. Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper. competition, Julie winning the
Black Cat does not get drafted.
Sr..
Mrs.
Harriet
Silsby
Frost,
Mrs.
Library
mediate family that are classified gress or governing body, elected by ial war powers without the advice, official of General Seafoods locally,
snowshoe races and her sister both
Curtis
Stanley.
Mrs.
Gilmore
Soule
as Grade School or High School } High School and Grade School knowledge or consent of the U. S., will devote the greater part of his
Mrs. Carrie Waltz of 165 Broad
of the skating events. Had the girls’
An exhibit of some 40 oil paint way wants to know’ who can remem
members of the Community Bui’.d- Senate or the American people.
members.
time to the development of the flsh- Mrs. Keryn ap Rice and Mrs. Rich events been counted in the total
ings.
water
colors,
pastels,
etchings,
Contributing Membership. Tills I ing, who will assist in laying out “These agreements now turnout ries division. One feature will be ard Spring.
ber
when Mrs. F. O. D. Singhi had
score of the meet. Camden might
ls your opportunity as a public j the program, governing the youth to be international booby-traps ; the obtaining of additional drag
well have been the winner. The 200- block prints, etc., property of the a beautiful flower garden on Main
which legalize Russian agression in gers to sell their coaches locally
spirited! citizen to give generously | activities, and discipline
yard relay as well as the downhill Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs, street, where Karl Leighton’s jew
to support the urgently needed
ski run and the slalom were swept is to be on display in the Rockland elry store is now located.
The Building will be available to Europe and Asia, leave her in po- and the general increasing of the
clean by Camden girls.
youth serices in Rockland), and to I the Grade School groups each week session of the maximum of the raw fleet delivering to the fillet plant
Mrs. Inez S. Crosby of Camden,
further the development of the day during the afternoon, and to materials and surplus food of the on Tillson avenue. Frank Perry, Telephone Company’s Re- The day was ideal for the carni- Public Library, early next week;
this will remain in the city for vice president of the Association of
Community Building as a Civic Cen the High School groups in the aft continents of Europe and Asia, and manager of the fillet plant, retains auest
For
Hiaher
RatPS
Will
lval
with
conditions races
being werp
Just right
quest
rui
niyiiei
ndieb
Will
for
aI1
events
run
three or four weeks, after which Rebekah Assemblies, IO.O.F. re
his present position as overall head
ter. Tncludes parents and all chil ernoon and evening; and 'will be a minimum of the population.
"The American people are left of packing and freezing plant,
Be
Aired In April
off .on exact schedule by an efficient time it goes to Rumford, for display ceived more than 400 Christmas
dren in the immediate family that : open at noon from 12 to 1, giving
staff of officials chosen from the by the Searchlight Club of that greetings, coming from very State
are classified as Grade School or an opportunity for organized recre with the bankrupt, paralyzed econ i liie change comes in a general
Telephone rate increases pro High Schools of the county.
town.
and Province on the North Ameri
Hlg4i School Members. You can ation during the school noon hour omies of % of the world's popula re-arrangement of the work load
posed
by
the
New
England
Tele
Competition was close in the naThis will be an occasion for per can Continent and Honolulu. Hamake some boy or girl happy. Your Schedule of hours will be posted tion on their shoulders, and with a by company officials which will per
minimum
of
the
food
and
raw
ma

phone
and
Telegraph
Company
to
Jority
of
events,
especially
i
n
the
sons not only in Rockland, but in waii, representing 230 cities and
mit a wider scope of operatons in
generous sunpo-t also gives you the weekly for each activity, with game
be effective in Maine Feb 1 have [relay and medley races where in- the neighboring towns, to see a fine towns. I should like to know if
, this area.
opportunity of assisting some boy or rooms open every week day, under terials of Europe and Asia.
At
Potsdam,
by
signing
the
Morbeen
suspended
by
the
Maine
Pubches
separated
the
contestants
at
collection of work cf Maine artists, any other Maine woman can beat
The Marine Division will now in-,
girl who may not be able to Join supervision. The Shower rooms wil’
many of whom are well known in that record.
at this time. Plan Number 1. You be available to all members, with ganthaw Plan, we agreed to the de- , cludc the East Boston repair basin lie Utilities Commission for three the finish.
j The clubhouse was the center of our state, and outside.
may assign additional memberships clean towels and soap at minimum struction of the industrial strength and the Rockland yard under the months from Jan. 30.
The commission reported its in- 'activities with the lunch counter
of Central Europe and the ship- general supervision of Roy Wittick,
Miss Belle Spring of Rockland, One year ago: Henry K. Allen took
to a neighbor’s or a friend"’s chil i rates.
vestigation showed that grounds and the huge fireplaces being the will read a paper on the Progress of over the H. F. Kalloch store at Ten
dren up to the amount of your con
Adult Activity. Tlie Schedule will ment of these industries to Russia New York with Mr. Jenson in di- existed
to warrant a public hearing, focal points of those who had spent Art, and Eliot Beverage, of Camden, ant’s Harbor—Winfield Kent, one
“So while we continue to honor rect charge at Rockland,
tribution. Plan Number 2. You may include Bowling and Volley Ball
and barred the increase pending hours on the slopes or ice.
will give a talk on Painting, and time keeper of the Breakwater
assign additional memberships to Badminton and Shurfiboard, in the these suicidal agreements by build
further investigation and another
ing up Russia and her satellites be
Awards were made to the event exhibit some of his work, on Friday Light, was lost at sea—Lawrence
the committee up tc the amount of [ evening for adult groups, with an hind
the Iron Curtain, we are dig
commission order.
winners by the Queen immedi afternoon at 2 30. in the children's Nadeau of Waldoboro bought the
your contribution, to distribute to [ ooportunitv for civic organizations
No cate has been set for the hear ately following the coronation. The rcom of the Library, at which time Fox Lunch — Deaths: Rockland.
our own grave on the other
deserving bovs and girls who are un to meet and enjoy the recreational ging
ing,
although
Commission
Chairside.
Tonight,
we
are
underwriting,
were called by Roy Young members of the Methebesec Club Woodbury H. Thomas, 74; Vinalha
able to ourchase a membership.
facilities the Building has to offer and subsidizing 59 nations and we “Dom” Cuccinello Fulfilled man Frank E. Southard said it [names
of Camden High School who hand will convene.
ven, Mrs. Merritt Lenfest; Rock
With wour support we can have r.
Organizations throughout the are being forced to surrender more
probably
would
take
place
early
in
Predictions Made By Prin
ed the ribbons to the Queen for pre.
land, Miss Harriet Parmelee, 69;
Youth Center Program. The Youth community, including members of power to the president to re-inforce
April at Augusta.
sentation.
Camden, Mrs Ulysses Blackington,
Program, as outlined by the Build 1 the four Parent-Teachers’ Associa- government controls over our econ
cipal Blaisdell
The increase, filed Dec. 31, was
Rockland now has one leg of the
82; Rockland, Luella Pendleton, 83;
ing Committee, and a supplemen i tions. Rotary Club, Lions Club, Ki- omy to enable him to take our goods
the
second
sought
by
the
company
carnival
trophy
which
must
be
won
Appleton, Mrs. Andrew W. Bean,
Back in 1936 and 1£\37 when Sam
tary committee from the Parent- wanis Club, and others are getting and raw material to fill up the grave
within
1947
It
would
provide
an
,
three
times
to
become
permanently
69; South Thomaston, Alice Red
Joseph Battista Will I man
Teacher Associations, Service groups behind the Drive. The financial an;! we are continuing to dig inEurope, Sezak and Don Matheson were estimated Jl.776.000 additional an- the property of the school,
of Rockland, 73.
...
. , .
turning out great Rockland High
and Veterans' organizations, calls moral support of everyone is so and, when
Heard Feb. 12 In Com
shortages begin to appear
elevenf? there was a scrappy nual income from Maine subscrib- [ Results of the days events are
for a w’ell-trained Recreation Di licited.
| as in the case of oil. to put us on a little guard who impressed oppon ers. The first increase, granted last ; listed below with the morning
munity Series
rector to plan and organize class
George B. Wood is Chairman of ration for what’s left..
May, provided an additional $1,350,- [events ending with 100 yard snowand sectional basketball, volley ball ! the “Soecial Gifts Committee.'' This | "These agreements are such cri- ents and spectators alike with his 000. The company had requested 'shoe race for boys. The afternoon
aggressiveness
and
“
fight
”
,
and
last
games and gymnastics for youth of COTsuTittee is now busv making their , minal betrayals of our vital inter
an increase of $1,500,000 at that events opened with the 50 yard ski
Some Rockland Girl Is Going
all ages; bawling tournaments fcr ' initial calls on this imoortant drive ests, security and Christian prin week at Syracuse University’s 81st
run for girls.
the vWttl ’dltlring the afternoon, The Executive Committee in charge cipals tliat no senator has dared to commencement there was a stal
100 yds. Skate for Girls: Winner
To Be a Happy and For
wart
little
figure
whom
you
would
table tennis, pool, checkers and read I of the Building and the Operating bring them before the U. S. Senate
if you were from Rock- Commercial Course in High School, Carole Thomas, (C): 2nd Jeanne
tunate One
ing room. To supplement this pro Fund Camimlgn, is as follows: for ratification or repudiation. This recognize,
,and as Domeni. cuccinello. son of through the influence and recom- Gardner (R): 3rd Gladys Parker
gram for the vouth who are not in [ Chairman, Frederic H. Bird; vice- administration still operates as a Mrs. Nancy Cuccinello and the late mendation of Principal Joseph E. (Rport). Time 11 1-5 sec.
Kippy
Karnival
draws nearer and
terested In this type of recreation, chairman, Thomas H. Chisholm: dictatorship, enforcing these secret Domenic Cuccinello of 22 Front Blaisdell, who told the University
100 yd. Skate for Boys: Winner
the list rt presents for the Queen
treasurer, Donald C. Leach: William [agreements, and we are still in a street, Rockland.
Gilman
Ramsdell
(Ri:
2nd
Richard
[of Maine officials, "Dom will make
D. Talbot, Henry Marsh, Mrs. Paul [state of war.
and her attendants grows more and
He proudly received his Bachelor good," he was admitted to the Uni- Kaler (R): 3rd Herbert Garey
ine M Bosse, Mrs Margaret Kent, | "Unless the American pople de of Law Degree from the College versity of Maine, in September, j (Rport). Time 914 sec.
more imposing every day. Greg
William J. Sullivan, John M Rich mand a formal declaration to the president, and strode away with 1944, and promptly carried out j 50 yds. Skate for Girls: Winner
ory's, Millinery Manufacturing Co.
ardson A campaign headquarters end of war and a repudiation of that same determination to make Principal Blaisdell’s prediction by [Carole Thomas (C): 2nd Dorothy
and the Knox County Flying School
has been set up at 431 Main street these outrageous secret agreements good in the Law that he used to making the Dean's list, a scholastic Christoffersen <iR'; 3rd Lorraine
ROUGH AND READY
joined the list of donors over the
(over Sears, Roebuck’s); telephone [we are headed for the inevitable exhibit on the playing field.
[achievement.
Disabilities
incurred
Perry
(Rport).
Time,
7'4
sec.
Rockland Masonic Temple 854
week-end.
[destruction of our form of govern
Many a Rockland family will re- in Service prevented his playing [ 50 yds. Skate for Boys: Winner
Both Savitt’s and Senter Crane
ment, our free economic society and member Domenic Cuccinello, as the football, but in baseball, operating Gilman Ramsdell (IR); 2nd Herbert
will have window exhibits of the
[the end of our personal freedom.” boy who delivered the Press Herald from shortstop, he became known Garey (Rport); 3rd Richard Kaler
THURSDAY, FEB. 5
gifts donated by the Rockland mer
I The townspeople braved the most at their door during his High School as the “mainstay" guy in the in- (<&>• Time, 6 1-5 sec.
chants to the young lady who will
8.30 P. M.
I severe weather of the season to hear days. He graduated from Higli field, and because of his great ag- ' 200 yd. Relay for Girls: Won by
have the school’s highest honor rt
Mr. Beverage’s message, and gath School in 1937. and since then, his gressiveness and leadership was Camden (Audrey Pease, Kathleen
Caotain Paul Barton Of Rock ered
the year.
around the pot-bellied
stove career has been a colorful and in- named Captain of the University of Dority, Carole Thomas, Roberta
All Masons and friends cordially
,
.
land
Is
Studving
At
Fort
Miss Barbara Lufkin w'as the first
Invited.
to discuss our nation s business over teresting one.
Maine’s varsity team in 1945.
[ Hardy) in 36 sec. 2nd Rockland
queen of the Kippy Karnival in
donuts and coffee.
.
, After High School, he entered the
After his pre-law work at Maine. ' ’Mary Libby, Catherine Libby, Eve
Sill, Oklahoma
All who are not solicited, please
1847. Candidates for the Queen
In he transferred to Syracuse Univer- lyn Pendleton. Dorothy Christoffbring sandwiches.
this year are Mona Joyce, Jean
I Captain Paul H. Barton of Rock- I World War II having served 32 j Rockland, and worked up from po- stty to finish his pre-law work, and ersen.)
Young, Natalie Nash, Gloria Stud
Josepli Battista, Pianist
I land, is now in h's fourth week of months in the European Theatre sition of office clerk to office mana- then entered the College of Law,
400 yd. Relay for Boys: Won by
He will complete the course Feb. ger and assistant to the plant man. from which he was graduated Feb. Rockland (John Benson, Albert Dr. C. Harold Jameson, president ley and Barbara Fuller. Elections
an eight-weeks course at the Army
ager, until he left in 1941 to accept 2, 1948, just three and one-half MaoPhail, Gilman Ramsdell, Rich- of the Knox Community Concert will be held in the High School
Ground Forces Pilot School at Port 27.
this week but the announcement
anH PaHI,i,°n ,°,f TT' necr±ry ycars on a ProfesslOn that normally ard Kaler) 2nd Union (Richard Association announceS that a con- as
Sill. Okla.
to who is the Queen will be de
and aide to John R. Newall, gener- takes six and seven years td com. Knight, Alfred Luce, Robert Day,
.
... / . ld
, th
( The course, as taught by the Air
al manager of the Bath Iron Works. plcte a G j student who made Erland Luce.) Time, 35% sec.
community Building when Joseph layed unti Just before the corona
After the war broke out it didn’t good. While here Dom earned his I 50 yd. Snowshoe. Girls: Winner Battista pianist win be nresented. tion march. The four unsuccessful
Training Department of The Artilj lery School, is designed to teach
take
long to get into the scrap, expenses and money to help out at Julie Thomas (C); 2nd Carolie Lar- , Battista a brilliant vouwr Ameri- candidates will serve as the
Wednesday, February 4 At Ft.Dom
Devens, he was assigned di- home, working as a waiter in a , ner (C). Time 8 2-5 sec.
I can pianist TbmK in queen's attendants.
pilots tactful and operational flying
With some knowledge of Book
There will be gifts in plenty for
yd. Snowshoe. Boys: Winner phnaripirjhia’ o< Barents who had
of liaison-type observation planes,
COMMUNITY BUILDING , rectly to an Overseas Division, and njght club and pa$*t time law clerk. !
keeping! up to $40 per week if
at the rate of a stripe a month, he
oom’s ' ambitlon Is to return to Jenness Keller (C): 2nd Stanley
£ X otJ*"™8 ’2'° -,"3° the winner and the attendants, too,
and to increase their proficiency
ROCKLAND
, In the use of AGF aircraft While
qualified
advanced to the position of Staff fijs native city to practice law, and Wheeler (C) 3rd John Cavanaugh After winning all musical nrizes his which will well repay them for their
Sergeant in
in charge
charge of
section of
of eventually u,.u ni
— to serve» (TTnnrti
Timp 18
19 spp
Iai.. wlcitv
“ning ail musical Prizes ms efforts in the campaigns they are
Thomaston High School Sergeant
[ attending the course, pilots are faof aa section
he —
would
like
(Rport). Time,
sec.
'native
could offer, Battista.
j m liarized with artillery pieced adthe Adjutant General's Department. the COUntry, for which he fought to I 50 yd. Ski run for Girls: Winner I. . hpforp thp w.r wpnt tn R-7i, conducting amongst the student
vs.
body for the coveted title. To date,
He took part in the invasion of I)reserve peace, friendship and jus- Marion Hary (C); 2nd Peggy Con- J m^jcal e07 ,bls counttv
Tibbetts Industries, Inc. 1 jqstment of fire for artillery batAfrica and SioUy. He was discharged tice
p
nolly (C). Time. 16 sec.
the Xner rt th7 Notai Tward nearly 20 merchants have signified
Rockland High School
' teries. night flying, serial photogra
Tel. 406, Camden, Me.
--------------j looyd.SkirimforBovs^innernp.^'"^^^®^,0^^3^’ their willingness to donate gifts.
phy. map reading plus maintenance Three Games—,1. V.—Girls and from the Service after returning
from overseas in April. 1944. In the Exclusive rt fSalects, 225' lan- Thomas Bell (R); 2nd Richard niling bZforT
8-11 | of the AGF plane.
Varsity
WASHINGTON GIRL INJURED
Adjutant
General
’
s
Department,
guages
are
spoken
ln
India
and
Gleason (IT); 3rd Charles Foote P y B beforecultural societies,
j Captain Barton is a veteran of
schools of music, colleges, over the Freda Prescott, 6, who lives with
First game called at 6.30
Dom had made up his mind that he Pakistan.
'
<R
400
T
yd
m
M^leTski
and
Snowshoe
#nd
'MnTnd
‘l^^We'Lf^t"’it
Admission 50c, tax incl.
wanted to become a lawyer..
___
_____
,
_
_
________
_
ln
recitals
oi
nis
own.
w«,hin»tn„
viliaoc
Although he had only taken a
Washington
Village, rppplved
received seriseri'relay: Winner Camden (Hatch and On tne threshold of interna tion- i0Us injuries in
a coasting accident
al recognition, the pianist returned Saturday. While sliding down the
home. For three years he turned his hiu near her homP her sled ran inback on his career and, in uniform,
an automoblle driven by Merritt
gave his talents to a country at , Tibbetts. The little girl was thrown
w"k
j
, . from the sled and received a broken
DEALERS IN
Battista has appeared as soloist 'leg a cracited pelvis and bruises
DOUBLES—$8.00
under outstanding directors with !and contussions. She was taken to
Beet Room Value in Rockland
the following symphony orchestras the Knox Hospital for treatment.
Philadelphia Orchestra-Ormandy;
WINDSOR HOUSE
National Symphony-Kindler. Of his
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
12 Myrtle St., Rockland
performance the Baltimore Sun
If I had my life td live again I
Sponsors of
says: “In a diversified program would
Tel.
670
have made a rule to read some
NOW OPEN thru FEB. 8
from Bach to Ravel. Battista re poetry and listen to some music at
IAH DIDIIKSON ZAHARIAS. H.ldw •(
vealed a responsive touch with a least once a week. The loss of these
16 World Athletic Championships . ..
legato style, a sensitive awareness tastess ls a loss ef happiness —Charles
1
IHARKIY, Tho
Wondor Seal... The
of good phrasing, a sure technique Darwin.
IKATMO KARLS . . . DOTSON 6 CO.,
SLY THOUGHTS
surfacing an emotional nature. His
Comedy Diving ... RETRICVIN6 DOGS ...
PLAY HOST TO
SOCONY-VACUUM’S NEW playing speaks to the heart.”
“I saw him kiss your cheek!”—*”Tla
IRSOWS, KnHo Throwing ... CARLELL 6

✓

Has New Manager

Braved The Storm

Forty Oil Paintings

Hearing Postponed

Wins Law Degree

A Noted Pianist

Gifts To The Queen

Masonic Assembly

Eight Weeks’ Course

WANTED

BASKETBALL

Stenographer Typist

MEW ENGLAND

NELSON BROTHERS

DODGE AND PLYMOUTH CARS

Sportsmen
5
and

ROOMS
$6

BOAT J HO*

Faster CookingInstant Hot Water

Mobilflame

THE ROCKLAND DODGES

UPHOLSTERING

Novelty Roomorong Act... OLDFIELD A

THE CAMDEN LEGIONNAIRES
1

and Bait Casting .. .Canos Tilting

>g Rolling, North Woods Guides.

Thursday, February 5 .

SFORTS EQUIPMENT . . . STATE EXPOWER BOATS... OUTBOARD
AIRPLANES ... UVE EXHIBITS

I &

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
GAME TIME 7.30.

ADMISSION 50c, tax incl

8-10

l>T» .......... ............ 1p4R.-1lB.RL

Lthni FrL................Umir-11 am*

, Fek. 7........ ............. 10 air. —11 am.

pint tax
CMIdrra 50c plus tax
Rll-Foirbenks Expositions, Inc.

hgee

Two weeks’ service by Maine's
largest Re-upholsterers. The best
in guaranteed workmanship. We
make your parlor furniture just
like new. For free estimates call

PERRIN’S
UPHOLSTERING CO.
TEL. 1551-W, ROCKLAND, ME.
7-8 ft W

true.”
‘‘O Modesty!”—“’Twas strictly kept:
He thought me asleep; at least. I knew
He thought I thought he thought 1
slept.”
—Coventry Patmore.

BOTTLED GAS

HONEY

COMPTON’S

Five Pound Jar, $2.00

17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

Deliveries made in Rockland and
vicinity

Call 1135-W For Service

FRANK BURGESS, Union

83-T-tf

PURE FANCY MAINE

urn

mjuuiuxuu
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[EDITORIAL]
MAKING THE YOUNG HAPPY

The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK
i------- v-

Star Ailey League
Oil Men Are Anchored In Sun
Berth—Spruce Head Is
Ambitious

A Rockland Entry

The Lions skating rink at Schofield-White Park is crowd
ed every day, mostly by school children for whom it was pri
marily intended. The location is far superior to tire former
rink at Community Park, and the passing public Iras a good
opportunity to see how the young folks are profiting by this
wholesome outdoor recreation. Old-timers watch with a
mixture of envy end admiration the skates now in use, af
fixed to comfortable boots—a vast improvement over the old
strap and, lock skates, which when they became unfastened
meant a bad spill for the skater. Ye editor well remembers
an occasion when he walked all the way from a suburban
skating pond on skates which had become frozen to his shoes.
The “good old days" certainly had some disadvantages.

Tuesday night that terrific gang
from the Water Company took five
from the fading Odd Fellows. In
winning this one. the liquid boys
passed the Snows outfit in points
won and go into third place, the
Snows game with Oulf being post
poned Monday.
THE BREEDING OF CONFIDENCE
Oulf has two games to roll off
now, one with Water Company and
The word “optimism’’ was coined in connection with the
one with Snows, which means the
hopes of political candidates. Take, for instance, the Deweyoilers could slide into a lot of
Stassen situation, which finds both aspirants in the apparent
trouble in the coming weeks.
Doak and Gatcombe high with
belief that their chances are heightened by Gen. Eisenhower’s
<2851 and Doak the single tl03>.
refusal to run. Both Dewey and Stassen believe that they
Gatcombe filled in as a spare on the
will fall heir tc support which would have gene to the general,
I. O. O. F.
while the Dewey camp Is elated over Stassen's decision to
Wednesday found a doubleheader
on tap, when Spruce Head took all
enter the Ohio primaries. On the outside looking in are some
five from the M. C. R. R. A Drinkof the less prominent candidates, who are wondering where
water high, with (278) and W.
Dame Fortune will deal the trump card in case of a pro
Drinkwater the single (117). W.
longed deadlock. The latest possibility to enter the dark horse
Drinkwater missed the record of
(327) by only three pins.
list is Senator Bricker of Ohio, who was Dewey's running mate
In the other match Wednesday
in the 1944 campaign, proving a very popular campaigner.
night the Wholesalers took four
Months ago Bricker withdrew in favor of Senator Taft, but
from Perry’s Market and passed
might become a ’’possibility" if Taft stands no show of win
them out in the league standing.
The wholesaler's jumped from
ning the nomination.
eighth place to sixth place, only one
point behind the Odd Fellows.
This was a great victory for the
THE CALF IN WINTER
grocery lads, who declare they can
take Sol Bernstein and his gang,
In a Winter which has already piled up a hundred inches
eight days a week.
of snow upstate and continues to register sub-zero days and
High man Roy Hobbs of the los
nights, the barn of the average small farm is not too warm a
ing side (110) and Curtis with (297.)
place even with an insulation of hay mow3 on the north side
Thursday found the Lime Com
and a cow stable which slopes toward! the south. A low roof
pany taking Swift’s for four and
above stanchions can make the most of what sunlight comes
(this win took them out of the
between storms, and drifts can bank below worn clapboards
basement,) leaving the railroaders
and keep out a wind hurrying down from Canada. But at its
all alone down there. Swifts fell into
housing best a Winter bam is not a kindly climate for a calf
the eighth place and the Lime boys
to be born in.
are ready to shove them all the
A wise farmer—and there exists, of course no wiser man
way down.
than an earth-experienced farmer of a few animals and not
Snowman high for the winners
too much land—usually plans to welcome “Spring calves."
with (279) and single of <116.) You
For a March calf comes along- when the returning sun has
could say right here, “that Snow
warmed things up. An April calf arrives when it can be turned
man was pretty high all over New
out in six weeks to nibble new grass. But the February calf
England," but Larry O’Dell says
is often an unwanted and unplanned-for youngster which,
"don’t say it.”
through some genetic slip-up of a Summer pasture and a
Friday the Gulf rolled off its
broken fence, is born too early in a cold world.
game with the Water Company and
Even before ne has opened the ba.n dbor on a drifted
the first team that had a chance of
dawn, the farmer knows there is a newcomer in the cow
overtaking the oilers went down to
stable. For thefe is an easily translated bellow from ah
defeat four to one. Sleeper high
anxious mother. And lying beside her in the straw of a box
man with (291) and as usual L.
stall will be a brown, big-eyed’ and surprisingly lively Winter
Drinkwater the single with (114.)
calf, still a bit wobbly when it stumbles to its feet and sees
Water Company is still in the
for the first time a mittened, pail-carrying man. There are,
race, but this slows it down a little
of course, tough weeks ahead for such a calf. More snow will
Gulf and Spruce Head next week
crown a cow-stable roof, and February's zero may dig deeper
which will settle a lot of arguments.
into the thermometer than January's record. But, if there is
The standing:
any language in maternal moos, a shivering Winter calf may.
Won
be comforted by promises of the May pastures that will be
30
Gulf,
spread before it some day in a green, reviving world—a world,
Spruce Head,
alas, which also knows Vienna schnitzel and tete de veaul—
Snows.
24
11
Herald Tribune.
Water Company,
26
14
I. O. O. F..
18
22
Wholesale,
17
23 Drinkwater. 324; A. Drinkwater,
Ferry's,
15
25 278; total, 1354.
Swifts,
14
26
Wholesalers 4, Perry’s 1,
Lime Company,
11
28.
M. C. R. R„
10
30 Wholesale—Hillgrove, 234; Kor- Fine Record Made By Rock
ponen, 261; D. Curtis, 297; O’Dell,
land Eagles, Now the
Water Co., 5, I. O. O. F„ 0
274; Lawry, 268; total, 1334.
Water Co.—Winslow. 259: Curtis,
Perry’s—Epstein, 221; Bernstein.
Rockland Dodges
268; Bartlett. 276; Doak, 285; Ames, 236; McPhee 220; Cook, 253; Hobbs,
267; total, 1355.
The Rockland Eagles finished
278; total, 1208.
I. O. O. F.,—Legage, 265; Chaples,
their Limercck Coast League sched
Lime Co. 4, Swift’s 1,
257 Gatcombe. 285; Benner, 236;
Lime Co.—Melvin, 259; Snowman, ule in first place with a seven and
Makinen, 262; total, 1305.
293;
Orff, 240; Taylor, 279; Laine, two record, and won two of their
Spruce Head, 5, M. C. R. R., 0
258; total 1329.
three non-league games
M. C. R. R„—Anderson, 251;
Swift’s—Anastasio, 268; Bedell,
Thursday night the team goes
Bourne, 240; Stockwell. 208; Rus 238; Bourne, 234; Robinson, 252;
sell. 230; Brackett, 262; total, 1191. Ross, 277; total, 1269.
through their last drilling, passing
Spruce Head—K. Drinkwater. 245;
and scrimmage before embarking
Gulf 4, Water Co. 1,
N. Drinkwater, 239; Alley, 268; W.
Water Co.—3. Winslow, 253; H. for Brewer and the State cham
Curtis, 230; O’Dell, 269; Doak. 259; pionship play offs with other fine
Ames, 279; total, 1290.
teams in Maine.
Gulf—Sleeper, 291; Murphy, 241;
The teams record for the season
Colby, 262; L. Drinkwater, 281; follow, including League and non
Danielson, 271; total, 1346.
league games:
Your Electrolux Man is in town
Rockland 40, Damariscotta 39.
Rockland 50. Thomaston 45.
and will be for some time. For
Rockland 56. Camden 35.
information on Sales or Service
Last Wednesday the Red Jacket
Rockland 56. Waldoboro 31.
Rockland 46, Brunswick 38.
on your present Electrolux, write
crewmen held a short meeting, fea
Rockland 58, Boothbay 20.
turing a talk by Coach A1 MacRockland 52, Union 44.
Fariand
in
“
Fine
Points
of
Basket

LEWIS E. DYER
Rockland 48, Camden 61.
ball.” A new amendment was added
Rockland 35, Rockland A. L. 36.
168 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
Rockland 82, Union 52.
to the by-laws concerning advance
or TEL. 112
Rockland 42, Thomaston 50.
9-11 & 16-17 ment.
The Rockland quintet scored 566
Crewmen are requested to attend ponts
opponents’ 451, an
the Sea Scout meeting tonight, in averagetooftheir
47 points a game. After
stead of the regular Wednesday the tournament
the team will be
WIRING
meeting because of the triple bas known as the Rockland Dodges,
Intercom Systems, OH Furnace In ketball game. A practice chantey sponsored by the Nelson Brothers of
terference Filters. Free Estimates. sing will be held and a rehearsal uf Rockland. It will no longer play
a pantomime is also scheduled, in in the league but as Independents
All Work Guaranteed
preparation for a Sea Scout pro against other teams in and out of
E. W. LYMBURNER
gram during Scout Week.
the Rockland area.
TEL. THOMASTON 186-2
Scouts Jack Northgraves, Jr,
10*11
James Bartlett, Roland Ware, Jr.,
Donald Joseph and Richard Mosher
were transported to Augusta last
Saturday in order to pass swimming
exams at the Y.M.CA. Skipper
Thomas Owen of the S. S. S. “Byrd”
\iTtf
gave the exams.

Seven Out Of Nine

ELECTROLUX

Red Jacket Scouts

djA?'.

Sifrt£*
Fireproof Garage Co.
'ROCKLAND, MAINE

A

GOOD

JOB

FOR

YOU

II. S. Army
CHOOSE
FINE

iXv

NOW.’

EAGLE
ROCK WOOL INSULATION CO.
Announces the Appointment of

MILLER'S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
S8-S1 RANKIN ST.,

bookland

r-T-ti

Nancy Ryan of Rockland, who Is
one of the candidates for Carnival
Queen at the University of Maine.
She has our best wishes.
A fifth candidate has entered the
contest for the title of queen of the
annual University of Maine Winter
Carnival, which this year will be
held Feb. 20-21. The new contender
lor the coveted title is Miss Doro
thy V. B. Jack, of Nutley N. J. Miss
Jack's name was added to the list
of candidates when one of the orig
inal five decided to drop out of the
contest.
Other Co-eds who are in the race
for Queen are Elaine M. Lockhart,
Belmont, Mass., Carolyn R. Foley
Bangor Nancy J. Ryan, Rockland;
and Marguerite Waterman, Bedford
Hills, N. Y.
All students on campus will vote
for the carnival queen on Wednes
day, February 18. However, the
name of the winner will not be an
nounced until the carnival ball Fri
day night, Feb. 20.
The five Co-eds are taking the
contest in stride. All were a little
breathless at first, but now they are
getting used to the idea. Any one
of the quintet might be a queen. All
have good looks, personality, and
excellent health, and all are inter
ested In athletics, swimming and
skiing are their favorite sports, al
though they go for all forms of
athletic activity.
Miss Ryan, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Philip L. Ryan of Rockland,
is a slender, demure, brown-haired
freshman interested in music, par
ticularly the piano, but she consid
ers listening to any music her fa
vorite recreation'.

,

EAGLE PITCHER ALUMINUM COMBINATION
STORM AND SCREEN WINDOWS
EAGLE HOME INSULATION

Totals ...............
12
13
37
Morse 43
O.
F.
P.
Trafton, If ............ 6
9
21
H. Cornish, rf ...... 2
3
7
Harrison .........
0
0
0
Warren, c ............. 3
17
Johnson, lg........... 0
0
0
M. Cornish ........... Oil
. Irish ..............
2
3
7

■

GRANGE CORNER

hkidfn treasure

Girl
Scouts
Newslites

F.

6
1

P.
22j
9I

11
1I
8I

1
1
2
1

1

12

42

F.

IF YOU MUST
SAVE FUEL

9

YOU JUST MUST GET A

BERWIND’S

OIL FURNACE

NEW RIVER
COAL

Don't wait for fuel shortage} — switch now from wasteful

"old-time" burners to a G-E Oil Furnace. Many owners
report fuel savings up to 50%.
These same savings made in your home could probably
ease you through this present temporary fuel shortage
(due to transportation and storage difficulties) and provide
comfortable savings for many years.

Rockland & Rockport Lime Co., Inc.
1150-W

Plaster casts may be cleaned with
cold cream. Water is likely to de
stroy the tint and gloss.

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Free Estimates—36 Months To Pay

TEL—ROCKLAND 1147-11

(By Peter Sulides)
Rockland High’s smooth working
Tigers gave Morse High a terrific
fight but the Shipbuilders came
through with a late rally to drop
the Tigers 43 to 37.
Before a full house, the Rockland
boys seemed to have little trouble In
jumping to an early 12 to3 lead, only
to have Morse close the gap to 1?
to 8 at the period.
As the second! canto got underway
the Tigers, led bv Connellan, pulled
ahead 16 to 8 Hal Cornish made it
16 to 10 and from then on it was all
“whistles." It was a seesaw battle
with Morse going ahead on foul
shots. Murglta’s two goals Just be
fore the half, put Rockland ahead
23 to 22, but big Blaine Traflon
cropped his eighth free throw to
tie it up 23 to 23 at the half.
Morse, led by Iri'h and Trnfton.
forced ahead to a 31 to 28 third
quarter lead as the Tigers were held
to one goal and three foul shots.
Rockland stayed in the ball game
as it matched Morce point for point
but the Shipbuilders suddenly
surged ahead as they led 41 to £3,
with three minutes to go Baskets
by Connellan and Murgita ended
the Tiger scoring, while Hal Cor
nish drojiped one to make it 43
to 37.
Rockland gave the fans a display
of real teamwork in the first quar
ter. Perhaps it is fitting to say toot
the game was decided at the foul
line Morse hit for 17 out of 24.
’While the Tigers dropped only 13
out of 24.
Trafton’s 21 points and Irish’s
floor play sparked the visitors as all
around team play was outstanding
for the losers.
On Wednesday Rockland meets
Thomaston and the old rivals are
plaving Thomaston’s “home game,”
on the Community Building floor.
Rockland 37
G.
F.
P.
Connellan, If ........ 2
4
8
Kaler .......
0
0
0
Murgita, rf ............ 6
4
16
Proctor ____
0
0
0
Lunt, c ................. 1
1
3
Holden ..._............ 10
2
Marsh, ’g............... 14
6
A. .Bartlett ........... 0
0
0
French, rg ........... 10
2

Totals ............... 13
17
43
Referees, Sawyer, Sezak. Time,
four 8s.
• • • •
Rockland High's Junior Varsity
O.
played their gest game of the sea Dana, If ____
son as they edged the Morse Junior Watts, rf .... . .......... 48
Varsity 26 to 24 in a hard fought Feyler, c ............... 0
game.
The pace was hot although the Beattie, lg............. 0
scoring was low as it was tied up Miller, rg ............. 2
four all at the first period. Rock Levan, rg ............. 0
land' trailed 11 to 10 at the half.
Totals ................ 16
Morse again led 19 to 16 at the
Lincoln 38
Brownie Troop No. 6, Girl Scouts., third period, but Rockland came
G.
met in the scout room Saturday back fighting to wind up on top 26
Russell, If ............. 2
with Mrs. Marie Studley, leader.1
The members turned in $1 for the
March of Dimes. At the next meet
ing they will take baby clothes to
be sent to Italy. Mrs. Studley read
them stories about Washington and
Lincoln while they made hatchets
and cherries from construction pa
per for their scrap books and they
also made note books. Guests were:
Miss Gloria Studley and Verna
Marie Studley.
• • • •
Brownie Troop No 8, Girl Scouts,
met in the scout room Friday
with Mrs. Kathleen Harriman, lead
er and Mrs. Dorothy Childs, assist
ant leader. Janet Lowe and Joan
Scarlott read letters that they had
received from two scouts in Ban
AND PLENTY OF IT
gor with whom they had been
DOMESTIC RUN OP MINE
corresponding. They started the
bird study with the Downy and
Hairy Woodpeckers and colored the
IDEAL FOR ALL HAND FIRED FURNACES
pictures of these birds. Bonnie
PROMPT DEPENDABLE DELIVERY
Cummings, Janet Lowe, Sandra
Harriman, Yvonne Withington and
Patricia York have started study
ing to pass the requirements for
the rank of tenderfoot and in May
TELEPHONES, ROCKLAND 428 OR
will fly through the Court of
Awards to the fifth grade troop.
* * • ♦
Misses Gail Grant and Phyllis
Robinson were admitted into Troop
4. Mrs. Frances Muller leader, last
Friday. These officers were elected,
Sylvia Treneer, president; Gail
Grant, secretary and Dolores Galia no, treasurer. They will hold office
for one month. The rest of the
meeting was taken up. with dancing.
• • • •
Rockland Girl Scout Council will
meet Thursday at 8 p. m., in the
scout room at the Community
LET US TAKE OUT YOUR OLD BURNER
Building.

PHOTOGRAPHY

As Their Sales Representative

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

Minute Victory

COMMERCIAL

HAROLD P. BRISTOL
in Rockland and Vicinity

0
2
0
20
2
10
0

TO FIND OUT WHAT YOU CAN SAVE WITH G. E. call
u* NOW. Without obligation, we will make a free heating
survey of your home.

GENERAL || ELECTRIC

19-13

AUTOMATIC HEATING EQUIPMENT

A. T. THURSTON
TELEPHONES 1376—1377
21 LIMEROCK STREET.
ROCKLAND. ME.

9-10

SAVE OIL!

87-tf

WE USE

Valentine, If...........

Nancy Ryan Candidate For
Carnival Queen At Uni
But Too Many Fouls Gave Morse High a Last
versity Of Maine

WE CAN HELP YOU

THIS

PROFESSION

rent season for the Thomaston
quintet.
The Rockland five, although not
as spectacular as last year’s great
Page, c .......
7
6
tournament
team, has amassed
Spencer, lg ....... .... 10
an impressive string of vic
Sprague, rg ......... 2
6
tories and according to press reports
Hancock, rg .......... 0
0
and radio sports casters, are once
Totals ................ 13
12
38 again headed for a “big eight” se
Referees, Parks, Quinn. Time, lection.
All in all Wednesday promises a
four 8s.
The Lincoln Academy girls j grand and exciting evening for
sports minded fans who find their
racked up their 32di straight victory, way
Rockland J. V.s 26
Community Building
beating Thomaston 45 to 20. The ■ where tothetheJunior
G.
F.
Varsity quintets
Deshon. If .....
2
2
6 , gTeen light continues to shine for of both schools open the evenings
the
Lincoln
lassies.
Johnson ............. 0
0
0
jplay at 6.30 p. in. The girls’ game
• • • •
Paul ...................... 0
0
0
■ follows at 7.30 with the feature at
■Union 47, Rockport 23
Smith, rf .....
I
1
3
traction scheduled for 8.30 p. m.
Galiano .........
0
0
3
In the Bulwer League at Union 1 Charlie Wotton has been engaged
Foote, c................. 5
3
12 i Friday night Union High exacted a (to handle both the girls’ and boys’
Stratton ............... 0
0
9 47 to 23 win over Rockport High and games.
Alden ......... -....... 0
0
0 found1 itself sitting on the second
Gustin, lg ..... ....... 13
5 , rung. The home team really went
Stevens •................. 0
0
0 I to town, in the third stanza when it
Baum .................. 0
0
0 increased its lead to 40 to 15. Thom
ZN O
Pease ............... .... 0
0
0 as and Frye were the respective
Robarts ....... ....... 0
0
0 high liners with 18 and 15 points.
News items from all of the Pa
Ware ................... 0
0
0
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Union 47
here.
1
7
Totals ....... _....... 9
8
26 B. Knight, if....... 3
B. Knight. If .......... 1
0
2
Morse J. V.S 24
Calderwood, rf
2
15
Penobscot View Grange meets
G.
F.
P. P. Leonard, rf...... 0
0
0 Thursday night at 7.30 at Gien Cove.
Rines, If_____ __ <
3
10 Martin, rf „.......... 0
0
0
• • • •
Harrigan ............. 10
2 Thomas, c .............. 9
0
18 The birthday supper planned for
Peed, rf...... . .......
10
2 Moody, lg ...........
2 0
4 last Friday for White Oak Grange
Wilson, c ............. 2
0
4 R. Leonard, lg
10
2 members. North Warren, was post
Champion, lg........ 0
2
2 Mountatnland
0
11 poned to next Friday night. The
Torrey, rg ............. 0
2
2 Day, rg .................. 4
0
8 first and second degrees will be
Staples
.............
10
2 Cramer, »-g ............... 0
0
0 conferred.
Smith ............ 0
0
3
• • • •
Totals.......... -...... 22
3
47
Mrs. Ruth Wiley of North War
Totals .......... ..
9
6
24
Rockport 23
ren, lecturer for Knox Pomona an
Referees, Karl, Simpson. Time,
G.
F.
P. nounces the program for the Febru
four 8s.
Fiske, If ........
2
0
4 ary meeting of Pomona which will
••• •
Frye, rf .......
7
1
15 be held with Weymouth Grange,
Waldoboro 55, Thomaston 54
Simonton, c.... ...... ooo Thomaston, Saturday. The address
Andv Peterson scored 28 points on Hunter, c ___
0
0
0 of welcome will be delivered by the
Waldoboro Saturday night and! they Ausplund, lg ...... ooo master of the host Grange, or his
were most important In the Fire Heath, lg ............. 0
0
0 substitute; response by Mrs. Bessie
men’s victory over the Thomaston Cavanaugh, lg...... 0
0
0 Carroll of Union; roll call by the
Legionnaires. Kansas led the visit- Gary, rg ............... 2
0
4 Pomona officers; quotations from
the Ritual: stunt bv Miss Barbara
tors with 20 points.
Waldoboro Firemen 55
Totals ............... U
1
23 Calderwood of Union; solo by Irv
ing Sawyer of Thomaston; three
Referee, Oay. Time, four 8s.
O.
F.
P
numbers by Weymouth Orange;
• • • •
Ralph, If ............... 5
0
IP
question for discussion, "should the
Thomaston Entertains Rockland
T; earner, 11 ......... 0
0
government guarantee the cost of
Moody, rf ____
2
3
7
Tomorrow night the boys basket production for all crops, live stock,
Salmi, rf .....
2
0
4 ball team of Thomaston High and poultry products,” opened by
Peterson, c _____ 14
0
28 School, which last Friday took over Fred Fernald of Thomaston.
Woodbury, c. 10
2 the lead in the Knox-Lincoln league
Winchenbach, lg .. 0
0
0 by defeating Lincoln County, here
McLean, rg .....
0
0
;) tofore undefeated in High School
Du’helmer, rg ...... 1
0
2 competition will attempt to turn the
Bagley, rg ____
10
2 tables on Rockland High School as
they play host to the Tigers at the
Totals ................ 26
3
55 Community Building.
....IN YOUR
It is recalled that in the last
Thomaston Legion 52
O.
F.
P time these two teams met. Rockland
salad bowl
squeezed by Thomaston by an
Kangas, If ..... ..... 10
0
20 barely
8-point margin, a game that was
Biggest rf .....
1
1
Caln’.
not the runaway victory
Overlook, c ........... 6
0
12 definitely
bland unlath* hid
Rockland that was so inaccur
Simpson, lg ....— 7
1
15 for
ately reported by a student press
den «aodne« I"
Kelley, rg ........... -. 10
2 dispatch the following day. Such
a.lad..
fine veteran ball players as Bobby
Totals ................ 26
2
52 Watts, Lloyd Miller and Johnny
dominate.,•■'*•**
Referee, Hilton. Time, four 10s. Dana who will be making their fi
temp)."*."'*
••••
nal High School appearance against
natural «oodne..Thomaston 42, Lincoln 38
a Rockland team, are determined
Dana and Page flung baskets ga that this will be "their" victory.
lore in Newcastle Friday night, These three boys have been playing
their points standing 22 and) 20 re together for four years and in the
spectively. Thomaston led at the opinion ol close observers should
end of each period, but the home turn in the peak performance of
team made a strong rally before the their career tomorrow night.
The point getting ability of John
contest was over.
The result ties Thomaston and ny Dana, who has averaged well
Lincoln Academy for the League above 29 points per game, the su
perb guarding and shooting of Mil
leadership.
ler. and the all around play of Bob
Thomaston 42
by Watts have highlighted the cur.

0
0
Pease, rf ____ ___ 10
Anderson, rf_____ 0
0

PUT UP TERRIFIC BATHE

Sidney L. Cullen
8-T-10

TEL. 907 or 770

AND INSTALL

MASTER KRAFT
Amazing NEW KIND of oil burner runs on less fuel.
BEST . . by Scientific Test. In a laboratory test,
this new kind of oil burner excelled all other burners
tested. When compared to one of the most widely
sold -burners on Ihe market—it saved 20 percent—
or one gallon of oil out of every five!

WE’LL MAKE THE CHANGE

YOU PAY $225.00

SIZE BUWER

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO,
WALDOBORO AND ROCKLAND
JOHN H. MILLER, Owner

97*tf

AVERAGE HOME

ISLAND CREEK
SOFT

COAL
{eduction

Now $15 {

NEARLY ALU LUMPS—FOR YOUR

STOVE,

BOILER

FURNACE

M. B. & c, 0. PERRY
Telephone 487
PROMPT DELIVERY

ROCKLAND, MAINE
7-tf

Tmrtay-FrMq

Page

TALK OF THE TOWN

John E. Ward, seaman, first chiM,
USN., son of Mrs. Anna M. Ward
of 39 Lime street, Rockland, is
serving aboard the aircraft carrier
USS Valley Forge, Flagship of Task
Force 38, wlflch has departed from
Pearl Harbor. T.H., for Sydney, Aus
tralia, first port in a nine-week
visit to the Western Pacific. Other
ports the Task Force will visit in
clude Hong Kong and Tsingtao,
China; Yokasuka, Japan; and,
Guam, M. I.

COMMISSIONER REED COMMENTS

Here’s Another Old Timer

Handle—Legislature Should Decide

The Weather

An important meeting of the Red
Cross Motor Corps will be held to
night (Tuesday) at 7 o’clock at the
Rockland Red Cross rooms. It is
urged that all members attend.

Maxwell Ames was installed
Thursday night as finance officer of
the Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post
American Legion. He succeeds Wil
lard Pease who resigned to enter
l^the contests for the Republican
l^iomination for sherlfi of Knox
County. A Legion by-law forbids
any political candidate holding of
fice in the organization.
The newly elected vestrymen, as
sociated vestrymen church officers
and officers of the Woman’s Auxil
iary of St. Peter’s Church were in
stalled and blessed Sunday. The
vestrymen include: Senior Warden
Emeritus, Robert House; Dr. Gil
more W. Soule, senior warden; Ru
dolph Gilley, Junior warden; Na
than A. Farwell, secretary; Richard
iJLpring, treasurer; Vesper Haskell,
PCharles H. Thornton and Charles
H. McIntosh; associate vestrymen,
Philip Sulides, Edwin Webber. Lesttr Harriman, Carlyle Brown and
Thomas Pietroski. all of Rockland.
The officers of the Auxiliary are:
Mrs. Bernard C. Kaler, president;
Mrs. Edwin Webber, vice president;
Mrs. Arthur W Marsh, secretary
and Mrs. Frank M. Thompson. Jr.,
treasurer.

Capt. Charles H. Nye of the Sher
idan Line would like to hear from
Rockland friends. He is a patient
Itfn the U. S. Marine Hospital. StatIsland. N. Y.. room 573. fifth
floor, as the result of a fall On the
icy stairs of the boiler room. One
of his shoulders, was broken. The
Sheridan Line barge was formerly
the Rock Haven, owned by the
Rockland and Rockport Lime Com
pany.
• ____ _______
Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses 492
Old County Road. Rocklard. Me
Hours 2 tn 5 and 6 to 8 p. m . Mon
day Wednesday and Saturday
.Phone 590-M, City.
lOtf

Visit Lucien K. Green & 8ons
iccona noor, 18 School street. Ode
Fellows Block. City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices
lOtf
SINCE 1855

Glidden Memorials
LUTHER W. GLIDDEN

MARRIED
Willey-Rlaekington — At Falmouth,
Jan 30. Bertram M Willey, Jr. of Pal
mouth and Leona M. Blackington of
Portland and Warren.

DIED
Parnell—At Rockland. Peb. —, Wil
liam H. Parnlel, age 71 years.
Condon—At Rockland .Peb. 1. Orrin
T. Condon, age 69 years. 4 months. 11
days. Funeral today at 2 p. m. from
Russell Funeral Home. Interment in
Searsmont.
Taylor—At Rockland. Peb 3. Curtis
L. Taylor, son of Olney and Dorothy
(Paul) Taylor, age 3 months. 10 days.
Entombment ln Sea View Cemetery.
Burial in the Spring.
Hare—At Rockland. Feb. 1. Mrs. Ella
Clara Hare widow of Dennis Hart, age
88 years. 2 months 18 days. Funeral
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from home of
Mr.s Ethel Whalen. Ash Point, Rev. Al
fred G. Hempstead. Interment In Ash
Point.
Parker—At St. Petersburg. Fla . Jan.
—. Dr. Mary Parker of Southwest Har
bor.
Stanley—At Waltham. Mass.., Jan. —,
William Stanley of Southwest Harbor.
Pillsbury—At Arlington. Va., Peb 1,
Ella Lott a Crockett Pillsbury, daughter
of Capt. and Mrs. David Crockett, for
merly of Rockland, age 75 years. In
terment in Baltimore
appreciation

The Thomaston Board of Overseers
wish to publicly thank the following
citizens, organizations and merchants
for aiding our department in giving so
generously of their time and money
to help the veteran and his family of
eight children on their journey to
Florida, where he has obtained em
ployment.
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Hubbard Mr.
and Mrs. Hazen Cook. Vera and Averill
Robinson. Peggy Stone, Jeanette Lin
scott, Clarence
Freeman.
Clarence
Rivers. Neighbors on Georges Street.
Wilbur Morse of Morse Boat Shop.
Cannon’s Five & Ten Cent Store. Red
«fe White Grocery. Wllliams-Brazier Post.
American Legion. Richardson & Libby
Clothiers. Crockett's Five & Ten.
Nissen's Bakery Truck. And any oth
ers whose names we may not have.
Hilda S. Keyes. Sec.
Anna Donohue,
Hilda Keyes.
Louis Hanley.
IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of our Mother, Elva
Kaler Hoffses, Feb. 5. 1941.
You can only have one Mother
Patient, kind and true;
No other friend ln all the world.
Will be so kind to you.
For all her loving kindness
She asks nothing in return,
If all the wo ld deserts you.
To your Mother you can turn.
So all we can do, dear mother.
Is to go and tend your grave.
And leave behind a token of love.
To the best Mother God ever gave
Fred L. Hoffses, Hartley J. Hoffses,
Lottie M Hunter.

This picture and the one which
point just north of the corner of
Limerock and Main streets and sa
vors of the “horse and buggy days.”
On the right is Kimball block and
on the ground floor is a sign reading
Merrill’s Drug Store, the picture be
ing made before the northern win
dows were bricked: up.
It is something of a coincidence
that on the other side of Main street
just a litt|e further north, was the

store then occupied by J. F. Gregory
& Son, whose successors have lately
taken over the ‘/Merrill Drug Store'
above mentioned.
Next south of the old Gregory
store was the hardware store owned
and operated by the late S. M.
Xeazie.
The third story of the block occupiedi by the Veazie store was devot
ed to a liall occupied by Edwin

Libby Post, G.A.R., in Its palmy
days
Next south of the Veazie Hard
ware Store was the quarters of the
Rockland National Bank.
The street at that time was light
ed' by old fashioned gas lamps.
The above picture taken from a
appeared in Tuesday’s issue were
made from old photographs kindly
loaned by Mrs. Beulah Allen of
Limerock street.

Members of the Ingraham Bible
Class of the First Baptist Church
have been invited to be present with
ladies, at an entertainment and so
cial evening. Friday at 7.30. to be
given by the Pilgrim Class of the
church. Twenty were at the class
session Sunday, at which time in
teresting letters were read, which
came from D. O. Smiley of East
23d street, New York, and from
Georg” A. Brewster of 816 South
10th street, Yakima, Washington.
Mr. smiley and Mr. Brewster were
at one time, members of the class.

Ice Is Interfering

Basketball Battles

Pfc. Richard F. Munro, son of
Mrs. Aletha Munro of 57 Grace
street, recently graduated from the
technical course: P-47 Specialist,
at Chanute Field, Ill. The duration
of the course was eight weeks. Pri
or to attending this Air Force
Training Command School, subject
individual was stationed at Keesler
Field, Mississippi. His new station
will be unknown.
John R. Hupper of Bowdoin Col
lege, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Hupper of Martinsville and New
York City, was one of the princi
pals in Saturday’s international de
bate at Brunswick where three
men from Oxford met the Bowdoin
j debating team to argue the merits
of the proposed Anglo-American
Alliance for the security of world
peace. The affirmative was upheld
by one Oxford debater and two
from Bowdoin, including Mr. Hup
per. The Oxford team is touring the
United States and Canada under
sponsorship of the Institute of In
ternational relations.

Dr. Kathryn Briwa, Extension
atl'i puanB urn WBlMdg spooj
meeting to organize school lunches
In Rockport, Simonton and West
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the doctors and Rockport, at the Simonton’s Cor
nurses of the Camden Community ner Community Hall Wednesday at
hospital for their kind attention; also 7 p. m. All parents and interested
friends for flowers and fruit, while I persons are urged to attend. The
was a patient at the hospital.
three Farm Bureau groups in Si
Mrs. Daniel Andrews.
Rockport.
monton, Rockport and West Rock
port are interested in backing this
Senter Crane is holding final as a community project.
clearance sale on coats, dresses, hats
and some accessories.
10-lt
Harry F. Chase will close his shoe
Beano GAR. Hall Friday, Feb. 6 repairing shop, Limerock St. from
at 7.30 p. m.
10* lt the night of Feb. 7 to April 5. •

TEL. 73. THOMASTON
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APPLICANTS WANTED

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Applicants for operation of diesel plant on Park
Street in Bockland. Especially interested in exNavy men who have operated large diesel engines.
If interested, please contact A. F. HOWARD at the
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY DIESEL
PLANT ON PARK STREET, WEDNESDAY, FEBRU
ARY 4, BETWEEN 1 and 3 P, M.

With Small Boat Operations
—Snohomish To Break
Out the Penobscot

Its.

rHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
84-tf

Commissioner Richard E. Reed of
the Department of Sea and Shore
Fisheries recognizes the lobsterman
versus draggerman row at Lubec as
much too hot for his department
to handle. He stated Monday that
he believed neither he nor his de
partment had the right to close
the waters inside three mile limit
and that such an important deci
sion should be made by the Legis
lature, providing there are grounds
for such action.
He said that he had been in con
tact with the captains and crews of
seven of the Rockland draggers at
Rockland last Friday to hear their
side of the story. He is scheduled
to meet both lobstermen and drag
ger crews and ^ptains at Manset
this week to discuss matters. There,
he said, there seems to be no trouble
at all; only an earnest desire on
the part of both to find out what
the Lubec charges are.
No draggers were named at the
Lubec hearing attending wi.ich
were 40 persons of whom no more
than 10 were known to be licensed
lobster fishermen.
There have been no charges from
the Penobscot Bay area in which
lobstermen have complained about
the draggers. he said. Occasionally
there will be letters from lobster
men along the coast who think that
a dragger might have accidentally
dragged up a trap which is missing.
These complaints number less than
30 per year, according to Mr. Reed.
Nothing will be done in the mat
ter at Lubec until a complete and

thorough investigation of all phases
of the charges have been made.
Both sides will be heard fully and
every angle traced down to the end
before any decision of any sort is
made, he said.
To date, no specific dragger has
been named as dragging lobsters
commercially, at Lubec. There are
no proven cases of large sales of
lobsters by draggers to any whole
sale buyer in the area around Lu
bec. No dragger has been seen by
any person who has spoken to
date, with large quantities of lob
sters aboard.
The so called invasion of the
lobster beds Is nothing more than
the annual practice of inshore drag
ging of haddock and flounders
which has gone on for the past 30
years, according to Rockland fish
ing captains.
The Rockland captains state em
phatically that the total catch of
lobsters by the seven boats did not
total 4.000 pounds for the year 1947
These lobsters were brought up in
normal fish dragging operations
and were not being especially sought
as a catch.
The charges seem from all rePOTts both from hearings and hear
say. to be totally unsupported. Com
missioner Reed sits tight until he
sees concrete evidence, proven be
yond a boubt. He realizes that his
department, although controlling
the commercial fisheries of the
State in State waters, isn’t in a po
sition to take away the rights of
the inshore draggers to make a liv
ing.

Takes On Big Job

Honored The Houses

Junior Chamber Of Commerce Interesting Ceremony In St.
To Sell 500 Memberships
Peter’s Church For Glen
In Community Building
Cove Couple
The Junior Chamber of Com
merce moved into its first organized
public project last night when it
set a goal of the sale of 500 mem
berships to the Community Build
ing in the next two weeks.
Challenging all other public serv
ice groups to exceed their total, they
got off to a start on a campaign
which means that each of the ap
proximately 50 members will have to
sell at least. 10 memberships
The action came aftfer a talk by
Cha rman Frederic H. Bird of the
Community Building, who told of
the re-organization of the building
program and the plans for the fu
ture
Coach Ken McDougal of the High
School explained the repairs need
ed at Community Park to put the
infield in shape for baseball m the
Spring and football next Fall.
The Coast Guard ice breaker
Snohomish, returned Monday from
a four day ice breaking trip in the
St. Croix River. The trip opened
the river, which had 23 inch ice, for
tlie passage of an oil tanker to the
Dead River Oil Co., at Crfiais. The
Whitlock Mills light station was
supplied with water, 3.000 gallons
being pumped ashore to replenish
empty cisterns.

The annual meeting of the Civil
War Memorial Association will be
held tonight at Grand Army Hall
at 7.30 p. m. All members are ur
gently requested to attend.
Schools in Stafford, England, are
to have television.

The parish of St. Peter’s Episco
pal Church paid high honor Sunday
to Senior Warden Emeritus and
Mrs. Robert H. House on the occa
sion of the 56th anniversary of their
marriage. Prior to the opening of
the service Mrs. House was pre
sented with a beautiful corsage of
white carnations and hyacinths tied
with gold ribbon, by Mrs. Bernard
C. Kaler, president of the Woman's
Auxiliary of St. Peters.
As the service neared Its close Mr.
and Mrs House were called to the
aoltar rail where their marriage
was blessed in the impressively
beautiful words of the Anglican
marriage service, read by the rector,
Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, with the
unusually large congregation ex
pressing love and esteem for the
I honored couple. At the conclusion
| of the service, Mr. and Mrs. House
were given a spontaneous and heart
warming reception.
Mr. and Mrs House were married
Feb. 1, 1892 at Salem, Mass., Mrs.
House being the former Carrie
Beals of that city. The following
year they moved to Rockland where
Mr. House assumed the duties of suprintendent of the Knox Gas and
Electric Co , a posit'on he held
through the life of that company
and its successor the Rockland
Thomaston and Camden Street
Railway.
He retired when the Central
Maine Power Company absorbed
the local company and has since
been senior member of the wellknown electrical firm of HouseSherman Inc.

COOKED FOOD SALE

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FORD (1936) l‘,i ton Panel Truck,
new tires for sale ROBERT EMER
SON. South Thomaston.
10-11

HOREHOUND
COUGH DROPS
ARE BACK!

10-tf

STATE HEWS COMPANY
ROCKLX NC,

Free Survey of Your Oil Burner
—EXAMPLE—
A Burner Having a Stack Temperature ot 800 deg. and C02 reading of 8% is only
giving you 62% efficiency.
—BUT—
A Burner having a stack temperature ot 575 deg. and C02 reading of 12% is giv
ing 78% efficiency.
A Saving of 16% can be made.
Our National Deficit is 15%.

Telephone 51
A. C. McLoon & Co.
Rockland, Me.
(This offer applies only in Thomaston, Rockland, Camden and Rockport area)

ME.

PHONE

563 - R

How Deafened People
Now Hear Clearly
»
Science has now made it possible
for Ute deafened to hear faint
sounds. It is a hearing device so
small that it fits in the hand and en
ables thousands to enjoy sermons.
( music and friendly coenipadionshlp
Accepted by the American Medical
Association's Council on Physical
Therapy. This device does not re
quire separate battery pack, battery
wire, case or garment to bulge or
weigh you down. The tone is clear
and power iul. So made that you
can adjust it yourself to suit your
hearing as your hearing changes.
The makers of Beltone, Dept. 22,1450
West 19th St., Chicago 8, Hl., are so
proud' of their achievement that
they will gladly send free descrip
tive booklet and explain how you
may get a full demonstration of this
remarkable hearing device in your
own home without risking a penny.
1 Write Beltone today.

BELLHOP
Wanted At

Thorndike Hotel
Apply At Desk

A''1*
up

IrtPOITWT

BURPEE FURNITURE CO. STORE
Benefit of Souuiend P. T. A. Milk Fund
10-11

GIGANTIC
ANNUAL

EXPERT

REPAIR SERVICE

WANTED

Directly At You

AT

TYPEWRITER

To Conform With Government Plan To Conserve FUEL OIL, we
Are Offering

Maintaining room temperatures
at 68 degrees during the day and
turning thermostats down to 60 or
below at night results ln a definite
saving of critically short fuel oil
according to Dr. Karl T. Compton,
president of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and such tempera
tures do not jeopardize the public
health, advises Dr. Vlado A. Gettting. State Commissioner of Public
Health.
’Any lowering of temperatures
inside a house, whether it be lor
an hour or a month or a week, will
have the effect of saving heat
therefore saving fuel.” Dr Comp
ton informed State Fuel Oil Coor
dinator George H. Rockwell.
“I would like to make a rather
obvious suggestion in regard to
conserving fuel oil” to require that
stores be kept at 65 degrees. Dr.
Caner wrote to Mr. Rockwell.
“This would be a great boon to
shoppers who have their overcoats
on and it would not be a hardship
to clerks because they could dress
for it. At present it seems to me
that most stores are kept between
75 and 85 degrees.”
The full text of Health Commis
sioner Getting’s letter, which made
exceptions for old people and small
children between below two years
of age, follows: “The recommended
temperature of 68 degrees due to the
shortage of fuel oil is a perfectly
safe and healthy temperature for
the average family.”
' As a matter of fact, a tempera
ture as low as 65 is not inconsistent
with good health and except where
elderly people and small
en
below 2 years of age are
• 'd,
temperatures between 65
:e
perfectly safe. In the cast
.ck
persons, oldsters or young children
who play on the floor a temperature
of 70 to 72 is desirable. The State
Fuel Coordinator has recommended
a temperature of 60 at night. With
proper bed clothing, a temperature
of 60 should not only be sufficient
but also healthful.
'"While we may not like
se low
temperatures, and while we may
not be as comfortable as we have
formerly been, it is far better to
adjust to a lower temperature by
putting on warmer clothing, espe
cially women and small children,
than to risk the danger of being
without fuel at all suddenly and
tragically. —Boston Globe.

This Ad Is Aimed

Saturday, February 7

Subscribe to The Oourier-Oazette

== SAVING OIL? ..
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANC1
SERVxCE

Old Town 58, Rockland 30
Playing the final of six tourna
ment games. Old Town Red Skins
stopped the Rockland Eagles 58-30.
In the opening period, both teams
got off to a fast Start with Ames
scoring two quick baskets and put
ting Rockland out in front 4-3. Old
Town bounced back to lead 14-10
as the period ended. In the second
with Doughty sparking the attack
Old Town went well out in front
and led 34-18 at half time.
In the final two periods both
teams put on the pressure with fast
breaks down court and shooting from
all angles. Allen led the Eagle at
tack while Parks was setting them
up for Old Town. The Red Skins
score continued to build as Rockland
bounced them off the rim Old
Town went on to win by a 28-point
margin and win No. 1 in the tour
ney opener.

Small boats are exeriencing diffi
culty in operating in and out of the
harbors along the coast due to ice
condit ons. The severe cold of the
past several days has frozen many
boats and coated all the smaller
harbors and the thoroughfares.
North Haven Thoroughfare is re
ported to be closed from shore to
shore for the first time this year.
Rockland harbor Is frozen in around
practically all of the docks to a
thickness sufficient to offer a de
cided obstacle to lobster boats and
boats coming in from the islands.
The Coast Guard ice breaker
Snohomish is expected to break out
the Penobscot for passage of oil
tankers in the immediate future,
also Stonington harbor for the same
Old Town 58
purpose. Shallow waters prevent
G.
F.
P.
her operating in the smaller harbors
17
cf the coast where the lobster fish Moors, If .... ......... 3
Church, If ............. 1
2
4
ermen are having trouble.
Parks, rf _______ 5
2
12
DeGrasse, rf ____ 10
2
WEST ROCKPORT
DuFor. c —.... ...... 3
17
Miss Arlene Keller and her assist Doughty, c ____ 9
0
18
ant, Miss Joan Greenlaw, of the Paradis, lg ......
3
0
6
Arlene Beauty Shop in Camden, at Nelson, rg .......... 10
2
tended the hairdressers’ convention Finley, rg ........... 0
0
8
in Boston last week.
Linwood Thorndike is ill at the
Totals ___
26
6
53
home of his parents, Mr. and1 Mrs.
Rockland 30
Ralph Thorndike. Carole Lunden
FP
and Barbara Douglas, who have Ames, If ....... . ...... G.3
17
been confined to their homes have Kirchner, If __
1
0
2
returned to school.
rf ............ .... 2
0
4
Robert J. Lane of South Hope Flint,
rf
......
5
0
10
spent Saturday with Mrs. Earl Tol Allen,
c ........... 1
2
4
man. Miss Geraldine Tolman was Whittier,
Ralph,
c
..........
0
0
0
also guest at the Tolman home Sat McOonchie, lg __ 0
0
0
urday.
lg .............. 0
0
0
Mrs. Henry Keller with Mrs. McRae,
rg ______ __ 113
Esther Mavo. home demonstration Duff,
Peterson, rg .......... 0
0
0
agent for Knox and Lincoln Coun
ties, had a question and answer pe
Totals .................. 13
4
30
riod on the radio over W.A.B.I. Mon
Referees, Roberts, Dalton. Time,
day noon at 12.15.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Heald and four 8s.
son John of Camden and Mr. and
INVEST IN
Mrs. Charles Rhodes and daughter
Barbara of Rockport were callers
Sunday of Mrs. Nora Heald and
son Harold. Mrs. Heald has recov
ered from her recent illness.
Roads are very ioy. Even though
SAVINGS BONDS
they are well sanded many cars
slew and often a wrecker has to be
called to pull them out of the ditch.
A high oank of snow on either side
of the highway prevents any seri
ous damage.
Mrs. Elmer Prescott and infant
daughter have returned to their
home near Mirror Lake.

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

The Saving Of Oil

Lower Temperatures Condu
Health, the Ex
Row At Lubec Too Hot For the Department To cive To perts
Say

Peb. 4—Camden: “The Old Peabody
Pew by Good Cheer Class at Con
gregational narish house.
Peb. 5-14—Campaign for funds for
< Community Building Operating Fund.
TPeb. 10 Silver Tea and Musicale at
Bok Home for Nurses.
Pupils at Tyler School had an
Peb. 11-12 -“The Doctor Has A Daugh unexpected half holiday Monday
ter” at Rockland Hieh School.
morning when low steam pressure
Peb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday
Peb. 12—Community Concert Associa failed to heat the rooms to proper
tion presents Joseph Battista at the temperature. The condition was
Community Building.
remedied well .before noon and no
Peb. 13—World Day of Prayer Service.
repeat performance is expected.
Peb. 14—Kippy Ka-nival and Ball
Peb. 14—Valentine Dance, at Camden Contrary to report, there were no
Ope a House.
frozen pipes involved in the half
Felx 20- Women’s Educational Club holiday.
meeting at Congregational vestry; 3
to 8.30 p. m
BORN
Peb. 22—Washington’s Birthday; (ob
served the 23d).
Kaler—At Knox Hospital. Jan 31. to
I April 1-2- Republican State conven- Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Kaler. a daugh
i
tion in Portland.
ter—Deborah Elaine.
' A April 1-3- Annual Carnival of RockCrowell—At Miles Memorial Hospital.
L R port High School
Damariscotta. Jan. 30, to Mr and Mrs.
April 2-3—Democratic State Convention Gilbert
A. Crowell, a daughter.
Hempstead—At Bos on, Jan. 24. to
Mr and Mrs. David G. Hempstead, a
daughter- Judith Anne
Small—At Knox Hospital, Jan. 29. to
The radio allows it will be colder Mr. and Mrs. George C. Small, a sonagain tonight, but probably not so Gecrze Clifford, Jr.
Rollins—At Edinburgh. Texas. Jan. 27.
frigid as it was a year ago today
S.Sgt. and Mrs. Harlan Rollins, a
when it was 81 below up in the Yu to
daughter—Catherine Linda.

kon. Tomorrow trunks the 165 th
anniversary of the Revolutionary
War’s close. Glad it’s over. Also
glad that Groundhog Day is over.
The moss-covered jokes have been
packed ln mothballs to spiring on a
L^xearv .public next year. Of all ihe
^tommyrot, Groundhog Day is the
worst.

Ttirdf

9c Sale
Now in Progress

In the spirit of Leap Year
and Valentine’s Day we
thought you wouid like to
be reminded that Gregory’s
is your target for those
little things that a man
needs but somehow never
gets around to buy.

For example, besides a
pair of gloves, a tic, a
scarf, a clasp and
set, how about an . ; i.vishaving combination set or
some socks? If you want
to do better by Him give a
thought to a jacket, a
sweater, a shirt or maybe
a hat.
Shoot straight for the
things He will like; we’U
help you get a good score
on satisfying Him.

NEW SPRING HATS

At

NEW SPRING SHIRTS

NEW PIPES

E. B. Crockett’s
5 c-10c to $1.00 Store

410 Main St., Rockland

NEW NECKWEAR

Ml'

Pa.je Fouf

Tuesday-Friday
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| and Clubs in the State, and this i Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mi's. Silas to do it here In two years. Our a'm I
UNION
matter will come up again at the ! Watts, Mrs. Dana Smith. Sr.. Mrs. Is to correct and revise the laws
Thermometers showed a tempera next regular meeting, which will be Lillian Simmons, Mrs. Robert Walk so that any person, who genu nely
The official board of the People's
ture of 21 degrees below zero Fri held at Union, this month, as the er, Mrs. Maynard Leach, Mrs. Ro needs help, can get it”
Methodist Church has been elected
day morning, the coldest to date. annual meeting and election of j land Starrett, Mrs. Boynton Maxey,
“AU menial insritutions come un Man Not a Fisherman Trying for 1943 as follows: Trustees, Mrs.
Due to the extreme cold and drift officers. Named to a nominating Mrs. Albert White;
Lela Haskell, John Howard, Ralph
der our committee, and me'utal pa- j To Tell Fishermen What’s
ing side roads, schools were closed, committee ror this annual meeting
Williams. Benjamin Nichols. Mrs. J.
Sept. 9. Mis. Cornelius Overlock, t'ents are on the increase. For in
and children sent home at 12.45 p. are Edgar Barker, Clarence Leonard Mrs. Flora Peabody, Mrs. Phillip stance. there are at least 2000 men
What
D. Thurston, Mrs. Charles Burgess,
m., that day. The temperature dur Lawrence Morton. Donald Hilt and Simmons. Mrs Michael Halllgr.n. tally deficient children unable to
John Creighton, Mrs. Ralph Wal
Kennebunkport. Jan. 28.
ing the day rose only to 10 degrees James Moody all of Union.
lace, Quincy Young. Church school
Mrs. Alice MacDougall, Mrs. M. find accommodations ri institu
telow zero, with a heavy northwest Three new members admitted to S. Hahn. Mrs. William Cunmng- tions. Keeping those children in Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
superintendent, John Howard; treas
wind, during the day, the coldest membership were Clarence Spear ham. and Mrs. Harold Durant;
Freedom
of
speech
is
wonderful!
|
urer, Mrs. Nina Fuller (current ex
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To virtually eliminate tuberculo Renewal and Special Offers. “RAY’' ashlar
property markers and building sup
sis among children, all adults in SHERMAN. 76 Masonic street. Rock ports We will deliver anywhere. Ask
—with ten sparkling models, a new
land.
Me.
Phone
1168
W.
Send
for
close contact with children should catalog. Free, gift cards for all occa us about granite fill loaded on your
truck. Estimates gladly submitted, no
be x-rayed. This especially applies sion^______________
10-11 obligation.
to parents of children reacting 'o
Vibra-Shielded ride, sensational Dynaflow Drive, 30-odd new advances
JOHN MEEHAN ft SON.
WASHING Machine
Repair.
Any
tuberculin. And most important make. Wringer roll service. Free pick Ciarx Island, Me. Tel.'Rockland 21-11
A C HOCKING,
up and delivery. BITLER CAR <Sc HOME
The curtain's up — the show is on — for no less than 30 new leaf ures. buildup that brings on fatigue.
»"«.i
WU1>
SUPPLY. 470 Main S .. Tel. 677, Rock
Here no tiny tremors tan harmonize
land.
8-17
and square in die spotlight of public
And it’s winning curtain calls on into big ones. Here is living-room
favor is this fashion-plate Buick.
two major advances no other tar comfort and quiet.
WITH ALL THESE FEATUPES
according t.o Dr. Darlington is
This bonnie, brawny beauty is tak offers.
that if infectious tuberculosis is
Your Buick dealer is showing this
ing bows for the eye-appeal of its
We
Are
Now
Showing
found, the adult must be separated
★ OVNAFIOMZ DflVC * TAPBK-THPU STYUNO
One
is
the
fabulous
new
Dynaflow
fashion
plate
that
’
s
touched
with
(Optional.
Koadmniter
teriee)
ten stunningly-smart models . . .
from the children.
Drive* where there is no gearshift- magic. See it. Check it for spacious ★ VIBRA-SHIELDED RIDE * SAFETY-HOE RIMS
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
♦ HI-POISED FIREBALL POWtt
Catching bouquets on the utter bi il- ing, even automatically. You just ness, for solid-feeling steadiness,
lianceof Hi-Poised Fireball power... step on the gas — and motoring close for superlative finish, fittings and ★ ROAD-RITE BALANCE * RIGID TORQUE-TUBE
Recent medical reports reveal that an
* OUADPUFLCX COIL SPRINGING
to magic is yours.
amazing number of children and grown
fabrics.
★ FtEX-EIT Oil RINGS
Getting applause for Safety-Ride
ups may be victims of Pin-Worms — often
without suspecting what is wrong I And
★ SOUND-SORBER
TOP LINING
rims, pillow-soft tires, all-coil Other star feature is the Viina- Then — to get one into your garage
(Super and Roorimnster i
this ugly infection spreads like wildfire.
F.
D.
WINCHENBAUGM
springing — for bodies newly shel Shielded ride. Here for the first time at the earliest possible date — get
IrDUOMATIC SPAKK ADVANCE
Watch out for the warning signs—espe
FRIENDSHIP. MAINE
cially the tormenting, embarrassing rectal
HIGHEST QUALITY
♦ TEN SMART MODCLS * BODY BY FISHCB
tered against disturbing noise — you're shielded against vibration your order in now.
56-ti
itch. Because now you can and should do

WARREN

Aroused Her Ire

USE

OUR

CLASSIFIED

ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Service*

. costs

GPITOL STUFF

Fashion Plate for 48

I

Buick takes the bows

BUtCKS
the one and only

MARINE MOTORS

BEWARE OF
PIN-WORMS

PACKARD

MARINE MOTORS

WALLPAPER

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS
WHEN
M

BAY VIEW STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

712 MAIN STREET,
BETTER

AUtCMOBILES

ARE

BUILT

BUICK

W

CAWIDEN. ME.
D

THEM

FINE ASSORTMENT

Heartburn
Relieved in 5 minutes er double jeur money back
When extras stomach add causes painful, suffocat
ing
Hour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually
prescribe the fastest-acting medicines known for
symptomatlcreUef—medidnesllke those in Bell-ens
Tablets. No laxative. Bell-ans brings comfort in a
Jiffy or return bottle to us for doable money back. 86®

BELL-ANSfsr Add M<estioR25*

BicknelTs Hardware
W9-5U MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 1574
WE DELIVER
«-tf

something about it. After centuries of
distress caused by Pin-Worms, an effective
way to deal with them has at last been
made possible. It is based on a new.
officially approved drug principle.
This special drug is the vital ingredient
in P-W — the medically sound Pin-Worm
treatment developed in the laboratories of
Dr. D. Jayne & Son. The small, easy-totake P-W tablets act in a special way to
remove Pin-Worms easily and safely. So
If you suspect this ugly infection, get
JAYMrS P-W and follow the directions.

Aik your dranMt PW for FfarWwau I

r

Tuesday-Friday

The Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 3, 1948

Alfred H. Teel, and Ornes TondVINALHAVEN
reau, Rqcklaijd.
Mrs. Trim Christie entertained
The residence of Mrs Freeman
the “Noneaters” Thursday, pinner Brown
was recently bought by Mr.
was served and a social afternoon and Mfs. Vaughan Johnson. The Was It Hard Luck, Poor Suggestion That Egg-Bearing
enjoyed.
house, which prior to the owner
Bowling, Or Wedding
Lobsters Be Swapped For
The weekly rehearsal of Union ship of Mrs. Brown, was operated
Bells?
Alaskan Species
Church Choir was held Thursday as a hotel for many years, known
night at the home of Mrs Cora as the Ocean View House, will scon
In the seesaw battle at the Cas
If Mother Nature can iron out
Peterson. After practice, lunch was be re-optned by Mr and Mrs John
served. Miss Patsy Brown of Cleve son with the name “The Down cade Alleys the Ganders brought a the ifs and ands, and buts, Maine
flush of color to the pallid cheeks
land, Ohio, was guest.
may find that the seals
Easter.”
of Captain Grimes by taking the fishermen
Mrs. Nellie Nickerson has re match by a 2C-pin margin and which have been damag ng their
The Night Hawks met Thursday
nets
and
traps for years are no
at the home of Mrs. Frances Gil- turned from Rockland where she making the standing for the Gan
longer just an expensive nuisance,
chr st with every member present. was the guest of her daughter, Mrs. ders five wins in 13 starts.
Commiss oner Reed stated. In re
Lunch was served and the evening Edith Erickson.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory The Ganders got away to a com ply to a proposal of Emery F. Tobin
passed with sewing.
fortable
lead
in
the
first
string
by
Mrs. Vivian Georgeson and Mrs. were visitors in Rockland Thursday. taking it with a 25-pin margin but of Ketchikan. Alaska, that Maine
swap egg-bearing lobsters for
Mr and Mrs. George Graves fiew
Elsie Calderwcod visited in Rock
over from Rockland Sunday in the the Skippers came right back to cop some Alaskan specie of fish or
land last week
the
second
and
cut
the
lead
to
four
I
shellfish for propagation purposes
and piloted by Mr.
The newly organized F.L.C. Girls' plane owned
making the landing on Old pins. In the third a feeble 63 by 1 Reed suggested that the deal
Club met Thursday at the home of Graves,
that
most
unpredictable
bowler,
might be made whereby a pair of
Harbor Pend. While in town they
Miss Doris skoog. Refreshment* were
at the home of Mrs. Frankie Adams, and the inability bull fur seals could be exchanged
were served' and danting was the Gravesguests
of
Poole
to
get
out
of
the
low
80's
'
w th a view' to the improvement of j
’ aunt, Mrs Fred Coombs.
feature of the evening
Great Chief of Records of the gave the Ganders the match by the ' the Maine strain of fur seal which
H. A. Townsend went Thursday Improved Order of Red Men. Mau- aforesaid 20 pins.
to date has had very little commer
to the Veterans' Hospital at Togus. i r ce R Snow of South Portland
It was a case of "one of those cial value.
Mrs. Elizabeth Davidson was hos made an cfflcial visit recently to nights” for the mighty Den Poole
The plan would be to place the
tess to the Nitwits Thursday night. Pequoit Tribe. Lyford Philfcrcok who usually leads his team and Alsskan male seals in a lobster
Lunch was served and the evening presided at the meet ng which was most of the other bowlers, but who peund, furnish them with a couple
passed with sewing and knitting
largely attended. App'icaticns were on this particular occasion suffered of downcast sweethearts and hope
A stork shower was held recently received and plans marie for degree the extra humiliation of being eli that It would be love at first sight
at the home of Mrs. Norma Lloyd work. Members of the local organ-ii minated from next weeks' match, instead of a continuous battle, Reed
or Mrs. James Carleton. Lunch zation arc anticipating the forma his first such setback for the .eason. said.
was served. Mrs. Carleton received tion of a Tribe in Rockland.
It was a gala, evening for the Goose
For the past term of years the
many nice gifts.
who beat his opponent Poole by S'1 hair seal has enjoyed an abundant
At a recent meeting of The Acad
pins,
something
he
has
not
done
and carefree life on the Maine
NORTH HAVEN
emy of American Poets held in the
for quite some time.
coast. Recently they have become
Wedgewood Room of the Waldorf- The shipwreck party that was
And new the big question for the so numerous and destructive to
Astoria Hotel, New York. Harold to have been given at the K of P. Skipmen is whether or not, Pcole herring weirs and nets that fisher
Vinal who is well known here, where Hall last Friday night by the Youth will snap cut of it next week or will men feel that they are a definite
he has his Summe r home ‘The Fellowship, was postponed until he be an in and outer like Frankie harm to the industry. Because the
Moors" was one of the large num this week Friday, due to the severity Adams for the balance of the sea hair seal has small commercial i
ber
which also included of the weather.
son While the Skippers are won value there has been so little in
4' somepresent,
of the best known modern Fo;ter Morrison has been con dering if marriage as an,institution centive for anyone to kill them for
fined to his home for the past week is a good thing for bowling, espe market purposes, her.ee their num
poets.
Mrs. Alice Gould visited in Rock by illness.
cially Poole’s bow’ling. the
nd"r« bers have increased yearly and. the
David Joy. son of Mr. and Mrs. are maintaining that whatever the control problem relatively more
land Wednesday.
An informal meeting of the Mr. Austin Joy, celebrated his seventh matter is with Don they hope it will difficult. Reed feels that if they
and Mrs. Club was held Saturday birthday on Wednesday by enter continue, and if it is his recent were more valuable they would be
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs taining at a party Elsie and Mar marriage that is causing the trouble more extensively
hunted and
Edwin Maddox. Lunch was served tha Morrison, Ellis Brown. Nancy I they are all for it. A one Gander therefore the control problrn would
and Russell Crockett.
and a jolly social hour enjoyed.
i out it. “Let him get married again be automatically taken care of.
Mrs. Marguerite Mills gave a The many friends of the Rev. next week and see if I care.”
It Is quite possible that from a
stork shower Friday night at her Milton G. Perry of Warren. Pa i Along with Poole, bound for the biological viewpoint the exper ment
• home for Mrs. Marion Pendleton. will be glad to hear that he is now ‘ bench, was Frank Adams who would not werk out but in the past
Refreshments were served and recuperating at his home after [ went from worse to worser and strains of cattle and other mammals
Mrs. Pendleton was the recipient of undergoing a serious operation.
I wound up with a 226 but who. when have been improved by such experi
The severe cold of the past week he picks a bench companion says. ments.
many lovely gifts.
Guests last week at The Islander has caused the freezing over of the | "best is none to good for me."
Mi Tobin is editor of the
were: A. F. Sawyer, and A. P Stew Thorcfare between North Haven I The Ganders were in about the largest publication
in Alaska
art, Milbridge; A L. Eastman, Port and Vinalhaven. making itneccssary : arae position as the Skippers in and heads a group interested in
land; Lester B. Harriman. Rock for the North Haven II and all regard players for Shields was establishing a lobster industry in
land, Ralph W. Clarke, Portland, other boats to make their landings I found to be a better man than Poole the territory.
Maurice R. Snow, South Portland, at pulpit Harbor.
by only lo points and he will be
| conspicuous by his absence at the gift of Bonnie grandmother, Mrs.
next meeting.
Present were Mrs Mau
With Shields and Poole, once the Inez Dyer.
Harvey and daughters Molly
doubles champions of the town, rice
Cheryl, Mrs. Alfred Fredette,
both eliminated in one evening, one and Kathleen
Stone and son, Ivan,
might well exclaim in reverential Mr?.
Edith Holmstrcm and son
awe:— ‘How are the mighty fallen Mrs.
Donald. Mrs Robert Learned and
Skipper*—Young, 262; Anderson, children
Flaire and Robert, Jr..
281; Adams. 226: Guilford, 287; Mr? Shirley Harvey and daughter,
Poole, 244; total, 1300.
Ruth Farrell, Mrs. Annie
Ganders—McDonald, 245 Mills. Kat.' v.. Mrs.
Tedriie Ross, special guests
269; Sanbcrn 269 Shields 254; Farrell.
were Bonnie's grandmother, Mrs.
Goose, 233; total, 1320.
Inez D.vcr, great-grandlmother. Mrs.
r (fie Dyer, and grandfather, Oscar

The Mighty Poole

Might NetWork Out

Only BOILING Water
Gives Full Flavor

hmbv

■

sh

OWL’S HEAD

Miss Bonnie Dyer entertained a
tew young friends at her home Tues
day afternoon in honor of ner
ourth birthday. The hunt fer
candy kisses was wen by Kathy
Harvey and Donme Hclmstrcm. Re
freshments nc'.uded ice eteam and
a prettily decorated birthday cake.

TEA

Fester.

Mr. and Mrs Arthur Frown are
visiting relatives in Boston.
Mrs. Ethel Whalen has returned
from Winslow, where she attended
the funeral of Oscar Carroll.
Mrs. Effie Dyer was guest last
week at the home of her brother,
Elmer Witham. Rockland.
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They Will Take Your Order

Higher License Fees
That Seems To Be Today’s
Trend In the Coastal
States

Commercial fish and shellfish li
cense fees vary considerably among
the several coas’al states. In addi
tion to the usual permit and license
fee, some fish-producing states re
quire payment of a privilege, net,
boat or fishing appliances tax.
California’s commercial fishing li
cense costs only $10, but all fish
purchased, received or taken by the
holder of the license is taxed by the
rate of two and one-half cents per
one hundred pounds, except salmon,
mollusks, Crustacea, and fish used In
the fresh state for human consump
tion. The privilege tax on round
salmon is one half cent per pound.
In Maryland, a clam digger’s li
cense is $2.50 and clam dealer’s li
cense is $25, but all clams sold or
marketed are-taxed at the rate of
five cents per one thousand or, ap
proximately. 5 cents a bushel.
Florida also has a privilege tax.
On oysters and clams in 'he shell
the tax is two cents per barrel: on
shucked stock the rate is one cent
per gallon.
North Carolina not only has elev
en different net taxes, but as well
requires payment of a privilege tax
on oys-ers of eight cents per bushel,
on scallops of five cents per gallon
on clams o' six cents per bushel, on
soft crabs of two cents per dozen, on
hard crabs of vten“ cents e?
per1 uaiici,
barrel.
. nwt.
vuiieu
I lie I siaurai.i and soda fountain opened at the J. .1. Newberry store Wednesday. The staff of waitresses, un- rr>d, on-------snrimp of fifteen cents per
der direction of Mrs. Bernice Reams are, left to right: Evelyn Lindsey, Barbara Sukeforth, Betty Teeney and
hundred pounds
Katherine Mullen. Neatly uniformed and especially trained they offer excellent service to the public.
Net taxes in that state range from
______________________________ °np dollar for each fyke net to ten
time by reason of the addition of a seine' TiZ
purs5
Remembers Year ’09
rlle customary lirense on gill
<-nd drag nets is a flat rate for each
cne hundred yards.
Surveying His Green Lawn In
Virginia issues a total of fiftyeight different typ-s of commer-ial
Oregon Fred Blaisdell Re
fishing licenses. Included among the
calls Rockland Storm
net taxes are one of $30 for each
drift net $30 for each hand-oper
’Bout time for a letter from Fred
ated haul seine and $70 for the
L. Blasdell of Oak Grove, Oregon, who are taking on-the-job training
same r.et when it is operated by
This is the time of year when s^a®
was the thought of his friends on are warned by Robert F. Murphy.
The Courier-Gazette staff last week, Officer-in-Charge of the Rockland everyone is "woods minded.” The Every person engaged in cummer.
farmers are busy cutting fuelwocd ba,'ri
in Washington must
and sure enough, it came Saturday, v A Office, located in the Commun.
T
froid some type of $5 lirense and
and it is gladly published. He tty Building, that the Veterans Ad- and sawlogs. Likewise many mill each boat used in commerX fish
writes:
ministration cannot reimburse vet- owners operate only during the Win fng must pay a r«e of five doUara
I?cn,Lhs »ndDleav« ^elr mills in addition: there is a net fee
“Trying to keep house without prar>s for purchases of textbooks.
during the Summer months.
gin „ f, i,„
1 !cc
The Courier-Gazette would be like equipment, correspondence courses idle
Whether or not the woods offer Sra$g seined oP$ o fo $e
going to work w thout my watch, and other expenses incurred by
year-round occupation, one should un
opn
..eulp
so I enclose four bucks for which them without first securing the ap- aleave
the stands in a healthier con- rate of TcenU ner fnn“
,Onal
please keep my pet newspaper on proval of the Veterans Administra- dition after cutting and remove only 300 fppt
p
00 for a over
its way to Oregon another year.
tion.
.
"Swell weather out here on the Murphy’s warning was prompted those trees that should come out. " Virginia hnatc fuhtne
................
„«•«> «parts of
“a h
no‘ or
device nay $25 Ea7h
coast now. Clear and sunny this hy reports that,
in various
^aVta!^
^lnF. 8 purFP net !pss than 400
morning. The thermometer stands this State, individuals, identifying
.
at 30 above. Yesterday at the themselves as representing out-of- crown
assure natural regeneration, and 4TO rn'eshes'’$50ySFNerv Trab toa"
beach the weather was just like Sum- State institutions have been con- to
to obtain the greatest income from undPr 25 fPet' pays S5 5()
^a‘
mer; no ice, no snow and no fro- tacting on-the-job trainees and ad- the
land.
zen ground—as yet. I’m not brag- vising that they must take related
person aboard licensed at $2.50' but
Where
clear
cutting
is
pract
ced
ging. mind you, because the Winter training.
each crab beat ever 26 feet in length
Is not over. Even though I am Related training in the nature there remains a large amount of pays $26 for its license.
looking out at a lawn as green as of correspondence courses may be slash which serves as a fire trap to
New Jersey draggers and trawlers
it w 11 be in June. I know that a approved only under the following the neighboring lands Fire re pay a flat rate of $59 apiece.
storm can sneak in and bury it two conditions. First, the training es- moves the litter down to the m n
eral
ex
cii ouii.
soil. iThen
iiv 11 itit iremains
nz11 id, ii ii. ifor
ui Hi:
the r*r\cDealers
‘ tin licenses
z* , in. North« Carolina
feet deep with snew in a matter of tablishment must make sure that soli
to
become
built
up
again
suffig
c
'
a
n
n
,,
.?25
oysters
hcurs. creating a mess that will take the veteran has sufficient educa- ciently to support the growth of de- crab a d chrlmnand
adoa?' as do clam’
two weeks to clear up.
ticnal background to comple’e the sirable species. At any rate it is a
™ a,d?
,dEaler,s’ ,
"My mind goes back to 1909. when desired course. Second, the training leng time propos.tion.
nav «5n whit10'^8
°°d deaIers
I was one of the snowplow crew establishment must recommend a
If a fire doe? not occur on a clear- pp, P aleo dealers PaV $569.
on the old RT&C. During one definite
related
correspondence
Retail dealers are taxed $10 for each
storm we fought 10-fcot drifts for course to the Veterans Administrab’iS3le?KC°In<; ‘n Place of business but it costs an
hours between Rockland and Thom- tion. Third, the ccrrehpondence necessary to go toot^h a^tteflnite al‘,S? deaIsr 150 for 8 slmIlar license,
asten. For the most part the tray- course mustbe strictly rela-ed to "^before
a de“n,l® -couth Carolina resident sturgeon
oiling public were content to seek the job tra ning When the above b‘ “m eJ °^efishermen and dealers pay $60 for
the most convenient fireside and requirements are met. the related
wav it is aStme mono' their pnnua> license anon-resident
wait out the storm The? few who course may then be authorized by ,u
L a1 «e Propo dealer pays $500. A shad dealers'
were forced to make the trip heme the Veterans Administration direct ’
nd ,
* °r°P
ha' license
c»s s $25 xwciuciiL
Resident oiniiiip
shrimp
.........
found room somehow on the snow to 'he correspondence school ...
in
., . Lne other
OWIlerexnensps
must pay
fBo<! ar(i
~
on boat fees are S25- and non-resident
Ppr™ded the>' hav*
nonplow, and we did cur best to get which the ■id^rta^scho^flsth: 'and wh^h L net prcduX any
them to their destination before course, provided
.
1 »»,„
‘ a income ,for a numoer
of. vears
*lce..,nses during each of the
___________________________years. Some ..
contract with the VA Central of,
bankrunt bv oner piecpf!lnk three years,
flee at Washington. D. C. Thereh:'e g™e b’a„d then Commprpia> fishermen in South
fore, the veteran is not required to
t0 pay the taxes die The Caro!lna Pa'’ S'50 for crab license;
sign for the course. In their recom- £”hapSe™ to thefarm wtxtd- $2’50 for a
llppnsp and $5 for a
mendations
to the Veterans
Ad- ,
,
w
e
m WOOQ
shrimn ticcnss
mendations to the Veterans Ad land, if the farmer
shrimp
license.
-trips
the
tim

ministration, the training establish
he still has the land to pay
”An oyster dredging license costs
ments must include the name of ber
taxes on. In addition, the timber ».‘Z’ in- vir=inia' hut Florida charges
the course and the name and ad- of the country 's being used fz ’er $25 j .
,a suPP-ementary oyster
To pat bills—Taxes—Repairs t»|
correspondence or than it is grown and our present »qedg'ng license. Maryland requires
Q other school.
methods are a large con- $2 per gross ton of boat for the
home—Finance a ear—Appliances
j, should be noted that the vet- cutting
trlButlni
tributing factor.
Even though
^e'
(—Or any other purpose, ligurf| 'ran doc, not use up any eligibility these*facts are well known many
California charces $2 for a resi
dent salt water spor's fishing li
do not
not real
realize'
out how much you’ll need—Take
do
the.v got frost-bitten This storm1 1. That it requires twice as cense and does not permit anv of
1 wound up with sleet
many more hours to cut and skid his catch to be sold by the fisher
Florida licensed oyster
■Valentine Chisholm risked trs 1000 board feet cf logs from s x inch men.
,
- ---- and
---— ill aJid see us today.
neck riding the slippery, icy roofs as from 13 inch trees Almost 3 .T1 cannppips for $59 apiece. Vir
ol
the
pas?=nger
cars
back
and
limes
as
many
man
hours
are
reK
,
a
P
pr
mits
the
taking
of
musNEW ENGLAND
forth through Rockland streets with quired to mill them
se“ for •50' clams by hand for
FINANCE CORP.
. bit slv.ulder under the trolley poles.
2 That the value of lumber*250 buf bv tongs it costs $5.50. It
407 MAIN STREET
5 I thereby creating tension enough to graded from 13-inch trees will be 8teo,costs pc1- vear »« salt or buy
force the sleet cutters through fast 50c; greater than f:,m 6-inch treehPrr*n<? in Virginia. Clam and oysTEL. 1133
He did
3. That a cordwcod cutter can tPr, ann-s 'n Washington pav $10
ROOM 203, SECOND FLOOR | forming ce on the wire.
this fer half of one night, this task produce twice as much ordage each, and a fish broker's"
OVER EUGENE S STUDIO
he would not have thought of ask from 12-inch tr?cs as lie can from costs $25.
_______
4-T-tf ■ ing one of his men to do.
Til Massachusetts, shuckers nav $5
6 inch trees in t lie same amount of
"A long time ago? You betcha." time.
and lobster fishermen the same. New
It has been tcund cut that twice York likewise charges $5 for a lobas much wood can be removed from s Pr "cense but al«o issues a nona fir stand by mak ng three outs ppsidpnt lobstnr fishing license. The
within a 50-ye.ir period versus c’.ca:' ,
f?r ,b's "c'mse varies from $15
cutting every 59 years. The growth
accordance with the length
on well stocked stands cf ether
*bp h03' being used
types can be doubled by using good ,
abovp provisions do not in
management practices.
elude all nf the fisheries states, nor
The District office at Waldoboro do tbpV mp'ud'' all of the license
has persot nel available to a -sist, *pp,i urovided for by each of the
larmers with their woodland man- ^?'PraI c,atps untipr consideration,
agement problems. Application may b<’v d0 show, however, present eonbo made direct to the Soil Conser- d‘"pns elsewhere in commercial 11vation Service office in Waldoooro ppnses and point sharply to the
or through the District Supervisors Misting trend -liroughout the naof the Knox-Lincoln Soil Conser
fish-producing areas toward
vation District
higher fees for -he programs in or___________ der to insure the future existence
The ancient Greeks liked to drink and better exploitation of these intheir wine diluted with water and valuable resources.
—From the
Maine Coast Fisherman.
flavored wihh salt and resin.

LOANS
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ONE-DAY SALE
OF GENUINE FAMOUS

“ARCTIC” FURS

I
I

17

At Prices Often Less Than Vi
What Yon Would Pay Elsewhere!
Never before such values, and with fur
prices rapidly rising, probably never again!

Latest style coats in Raccoon-dyed Opos
sum, Sable-dyed Coney, Kidskin, Persian

Paw Beaver-dyed Mouton, South American
Muskrat (Viscacha) — each one bearing the
authentic "ARCTIC" label!

K
I
K

FIVE DAY SERVICE

Other furs, including Mink-blended Muskrat,

Black dyed Persian Lamb, from $55.

Budget Terms to Suit Your Needs

BMCK-OVEN ■
BAKED BSNdfS■b
/

AllMerchandise Guaranteed

MILLINERY MFG. CO.

Five Ways to Buy—Cash, Budget, Layaside,
Charge, Credit—with never a carrying charge
Rockland’s Original Credit Jewelers

MANHATTAN JEWELERS, INC.
37R MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, TEL 1202

421 Main St., Rockland, Tel. 8002
Expert Jewelry Repairing and Gold Plating

A

Five

rich

juices — all

night

long,

open

pots,

in
in

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

Important Matters

The Rotary Club

Mrs. Isadore DeWlnter Is a pa
tient it Gardiner Hospital.
Were Discussed At Meeting Hears Report On “Friendship
Mrs. Carl Rice has returned to
Miss Madeline Nevers of Norway
Bath, after spending a week with
Of Camden-Rockport RecBoat”—Judge Dwinal
her daughter. Mrs. Lawrence spent the wee-k-end with Mr. and
reational
Council
Guest Speaker
I
Mrs.
George
Boynton.
Shesler.
The Contract Club met Friday I Mrs. Frank Cornell of GemianA meeting of the Camden-RockPresident Ken Crane presided at
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Rich town, Pa., was the week-end guest, port Recreational Council, spon- the meeting Friday, and appointed
ard O. Ellict. One table was in play of'her sister. Miss Helen Rich.
with Mrs. Maynard Spear winning
Mr. and. Mrs. Earle Belyea of Ar sored by tlie Chamber of Commerce, the following members to serve as a
highest score. The club will meet lington. Va.. have been guests of Mr was held Wednesday, attended by committee for the Community
and Mrs. Alden Knight, Chestnut representatives of 18 organizations, Building Fund Drive: Chairman,
next Friday at Mrs Elliot’s.
Grace Chapter. O.E.S. will hold street, for the past two weeks.
directly or indirectly all.ed with Albert Ma Phail, Bob Hudson, Seth
its annual installation Wednesday | Mr. and Mrs. Francis Richard^ recreational gruups in these two Low. Charles Bicknell and Don
at 8 o’clock
are spending the midyear recess
Matheson.
Miss Constance Knights celebrat from Bates College with Mrs. T J.
Chaihnan Hugh Montgomery exBob Hudson is taking applicaed her 16th birthday Saturday aft French and Mr. and Mrs. Martin plained
that the purpose of the tions from all the members who
ernoon at the home of her parents. Richards.
Council was to serve as a clearing hope to attend the Rotary District
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights,, by
David Witham was home from house for the var ed recreation in- meet ng to be held May 30 to June
entertaining a group of friends. Hebron for the week-end.
terests and to give an opportunity i at "Wentworth by the Sea."
Those inv ted were: Dorothy Crute,
Marshall Foxwell, Hamilton Bow to them to co-ordinate their efforts
Ray Perry, directing, and Staff
Sally Gillchrest, Audrey and Joan man of Pittsburgh. Pa. and John and eliminate duplication of work Congdon at the piano, dished out
Young, Vivian Robinson. Mar Dupree of Victoria, B. C., are visit , , a™ .^an®’ ai;thor of the novel the music for a spirited period of
garet and Roberta Mayo, Charleen ing Mrs. Betty Foxwell during the Fleet in the Forest,’ and several singing. The song “I Want a Girl"
Spaulding. Priscilla and Anita Bur mid-year vacation from Yale Uni bocks of non-fiction including "The was sung for the benefit of Ted.
ton, and Helen McLain. Games versity.
Boatmans Manual," "Boatowners Ladd. Ted has the girl.
were played, prizes were won by
Mrs. Florence Allen and Francis Sheet An: hor. ‘How To Sail,
Apologizlngg for the parody on a
Charleen Spaulding and Joan Hines tied for first place at the Ciu sing Manual,’ "Sea Scout Man- well-known poem, Gil Butler gave
Young. The color scheme was red, Grange Whist Party last Saturday ual, attended the meeting rtpre- this:
white and blue. Refreshments were i night: Miss Sara Daniels won sec sentillg the Mountain Trail com- "Lives of bald men all remind us,
served
ond prize; and the consolation mittee.
We should choose our wives with care.
Virgil Young and family have went to Mrs. Ruby Allen. Another
in departing leave behind us
Lane, who moved to Camden in Else
our natural crop oi hair."
moved from their home on Georges next Saturday.
September, tcld the group of a simi- Half
Noticing
the worried locks oil
street to the house on Green street, | The Ladies of the GAR. will hold i larg Recreation Council to which
several
faces, Gil hastened to as
formerly owned by Evelyn Snow.
their regular meeting In Grange he had belonged in Middlbury, Vt sure that nothing personal was
Orient Lodge. FAM. will hold hall Friday nigt. Picnic supper will He sa d that this Council, which
meant.
stated Communication and balloting be served at 6 o'clock.
met once a month, had proved very
Ray Perry reporting on the work
tonight.
Refreshments will be i Mrs. Herbert Miller. Knox County
j11 co'or^inating recrea- ' of^e
to Secure“a cargS
served.
Chairman at the March of Dimes, L”* 8e V t,e\s
J\Ple oi for the Friendship boat for France
Miss Laurel Stone, daughter of reports that collections from cards the way it functioned,anheexal
said that
..that flrst he must thank
Mr and Mrs. Robert Stone, cele Issued to school children had con) ‘ two separate organizations such as Judge Prank Tm-en for picking
brated her s xth birthday Saturday ln as follows: ELm Street School.
®8unticook Anglers and the such a hot. hard hitting committee.
afternoon by entertaining a group $45; Brick School. $65; High School, Rnle MCluo
might combine into a Every assignment was carried out on
of friends. Invited were: Jean An $82. The Camden an-d Rockp-t Fish and Game
Association.
time. The Whole program had
derson, Patsy Upham, Joan Smith, Lions Club donated $31 this past
Hottest subject of discussion at
Anita Kalloch, Roxy Tabbutt, Nancy week and over $100 was realized from the meeting was the urgency for been carried out to a T.” The
Davis and David Glidden. Balloons a beano Darty held in Rockport,, fixing the grandstand at the base- committee had great fun packing
, . „
. ,
goods and materials for cargo. Hidwere used for favors. Refresh bringing the total to date to ap .ball park
at Camden and for re- . den taients came to light; Don
ments were served. Laurel received proximately $800 for Camden ani surfacing the
playing field. It was Lcach was adept with a needle;
many nice gifts.
the consensus of all groups present Fred Bird sure enough knew a
Williams-Brazier Post. A.L., will Rockport.
that repairing the grandstand and good thing in clothes. In all 73
meet Wednesday at 7.30 at the Post
ORREN P. CONDON
resurfacing the field should be the cases of canned goods, 18 bags of
quarters.
town's first responsibility il funds clothes, and a bag of seed beans.
On-en
P
Condon
died
at
the
Miss Margaret Knowlton of i home of his stepson Raymond Rich- are ra sed for fixing the Park.
The sum of $142 donated, had been
Dover-Foxcroft, a classmate of Miss ' ards Sunday at the age of 68 years,
Frederick Richards, representing
Lois Hastings at Farmington State j He was the son of the late Eben Rockport schools, spoke of his hope spent for goeds. Mr. Congdon of
the Congdon Trucking Company,
Teachers’ College, was week-end
1 and Etta (Orff) Condon. He was that the plans for tennis courts for Portland had transported the goods
guest of Miss Hastings.
Rockport and Camden could be co free of charge. The Bald Moun
tenderly
cared
for
by
his
step

Mayflower Temple, PS. will meet daughter. Mrs. Raymond Richards. ordinated. Lew Dietz, representing
tain Company d’d a fine rush job,
at KP hall. Friday at 7.30.
the Rockport Recreation Commit
Mrs James Carney attended the He was a man of sterling charac tee. emphasized the po nt that plans donating stickers and tags.
ter
and
loved
by
all
who
knew
him.
Thanking Ray and the commit
recent Legion Auxiliary Conference
He leaves his wife, Mrs Mabel for the tennis courts and also other tee for the successful completion
in Rockland.
recreational fac lities would be af
Word has been received of the (Townsend) Condon; two brothers fected by the decision of the twe of the work President Ken asked
that Judge Frank stand to receive
death of Stanley H. Maynard at Austin of Portland and Everett of *'
nr) the location of a new the acknowledgment of the club for
Thomaston; two step-children. Ray
mond Riehards and Mrs. Percy High School. A vote in regard tc the skill, and knowledge of human
Reynolds and eight grandchildren. __ _ «i.i probably be taken by Cam nature he had shown in selecting
W'EDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Funeral services will be held at den and Rockport at their town the committee The Judge took a
the Russell Funeral Home at 2 p. m. meetings this March.
bow.
Desperate, Hunted, Hated . . .
The Recreation groups which re
today, conducted by Rev. F A. Nick
On his New York trip President
ported
their
plans
for
1948
and
the
with his life in the hands of two
erson, pastor of the United Pente
Ken paid a visit to Brooklyn Rorepresentatives
attending
the
meet

costal Church. Burial will be in the
women . . . he found the devil
ary Club. “I th nk that this is one
Lassell burying ground in Sears ing, in addit on to those mentioned of the smartest, and snappiest Ro
walked with one!
above, were:
mont in the Spring.
tary Clubs that I have ever seen,
Camden Outing Club, Harold full of fun, and goed fellowship
Robert Montgomery
Corthell;
Megunticook
Anglers
The amount of collected fines as
East Milton. Mass. Mrs. Maynard
Talbot, Leon Poland; Y.M ton shed me. as. as much as $35 to
Wanda Hendrix
is the former Annie Jameson of this Josph
C.A.
Melvin
Dorr;
Summer
Theatre
$40 w’ere assessed in a single meet
town.
Charles Lowe; Camden Schools ing. This money is used in backing
Celebrate 48th Anniversary
Laurence Dailey. Roy Young; Base some needed project.
Branch
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Upham, ball Club, Douglas Heald; C. of C Rickey of the Dodgers is a member.
who celebrated their 40th wedding Tennis Courts Committee, Lindon When he is in attendance he brings
anniversary recently, were guests of Christie; Public Beach, Bob Laite; a ball autographed by all the mem
honor at a surprise party given by Boy Scouts, Percy Keller; C. of C
NEWS Mrs. Arthur Upham, and Mrs. Ray- Restroom Comm ttee. Henry Fisher; bers of the Brooklyn team. The
DISNEY CARTOON
ball is g.ven to that visiting Rotari
jmond Upham, at the latters home Town Landing, Percy Keller.
an who Is from the greatest dis
I on Erin 'street.
tance. The ball is much prized, and
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
I Guests were; Mr. and Mrs. Orett
ROCKPORT
distances to the last foot are com
Robinson. Jackie Harjula , Lee
The Rockport Farm Bureau will muted by rival claimants."
Morse. Cora Robinson. Alden Wade. meet
President Ken’s visit to a Russian
Mrs. Elsie Packard, Spear
Ida Kaler. Mrs. Robert Watts, Mrs street.with
SANDERS - BALL-COBURN
import’ng firm left him with a dim
Tuesday, Feo. 10.
Alden Watts, Mrs. Ellie Freeman,
The next meeting of the Wesleyan view of Russian business methods
KARLOFF
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Brooks. Mrs. Guild
will be Feb. 11 with Mrs and personnel.
Garfield Doll ver, Mrs. Charlotte Ruth Erickson.
In the absence of Doc Jameson,
Fuller, Mrs. John Smith, Mrs Guy
Jerry Burrows introduced the
Harbor
Light
Chapter,
O.ES.,
wil;
Libby. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stone.
speaker, Judge Zelma Dwinal. fel
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sprowl, Arthur meet tonight. All officers are asked low Rotarian, and member of the
to
be
present
as
this
will
be
the
and Raymond Upham.
practice meeting before instai- , Camden’s Rotary International
. . __Af...
Refreshments included a large an last
lation of officers on Friday, Feb. 6 fairs Committee. The Judge sp e
LAST TIMES TODAY
niversary cake. The evening was
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
spent playing cards and beano.
“I WALK ALONE”
The gueets of honor received meet Wednesday with Mrs. Mildred
UJTT
Rhodes
many lovely gifts.
BURT LANCASTER
Maynard Graffam has recently
LIZABETH SCOTT
installed a new soda fountain and
ice cream cabinet in his store.
TODAY, WED., THURS.
The annual inspection of St.
CAMDEN THEATRE
3.00 to 1030
Sun. Shows,
A Double Thriller
Paul’s Lodge, FiA.M., will be held
2.00, 635, 8.30
Weekdays,
Friday. Feb. 13. Inspec'a'ng office: ?
230, 830, 8.48
Saturday,
will be Rt. Wor. Fred Ludwick. Sup
TUES. WED. THURS. FEB. 3,4,5
per will be at 630. All Master
Masons are invited.
The Masonic assembly, which was
to have been held Peb. 5. has been
postponed to Peb. T9.

“Ride The
Pink Horse”

STRAN

TEL. 892.

Tuesday-Friday
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Bing Crosby, Barry Fitzgerald

“WELCOME STRANGER”

upon International Affairs.
Stating that the opinions given

Nation's Grangers

were his own, and had been formed
from a broad reading ln which it Already preparations are under
was difficult to tell the true from way for the 1948 session of the Na
the false, and get Just the picture tional Grange, to be held next
that would give us the proper view November at Portland Maine, and
point for an unbiased judgment, the there is every expectation that this
will be the greatest Grange gather
Judge thought that the men in ing ever held, with the possible ex
Washington were appeasers, and ception of the very recent session
were still sending goods to Russia at Columbus, Ohio, which nearly
for fear cf hurting diplomatic re 25,000 members attended and whose
lations. Ever since the war we have Seventh Degree class numbered
been sending money and materials more than 18,000 initiates. Portland
to Europe Now let us look at the is well supplied with hotel facilities
map of Europe. About one-third and one of the city’s theaters will
of the rural population has gene be used for the degree work; all
to live n the cities. It Is difficult other sessions to be held in the
to get men to work the farms and Portland City Hall.
go into the mines. Human nature
This will be the third time a Na
being what it Is much of this help tional Grange convention has been
has been bad for Europe The held in Maine—in 1901 at Lewiston
Judge thought that we should do with 1750 candidates for the Sev
all that we can to relieve legitimate enth Degree; and in 1926 with 7236.
hunger and distress, but should, At the Lewiston session this clags
above all, help these people to help was the largest up to that time,
themselves. But out of •this we will while the 1926 class was again the
get nothing.
largest, wtih the single exception
We undoubtedly will have the of the Boston class of 1920. which
Marshall plan or some form of lt. numbered 9838. Grange leaders in
This may help to give stability to a Maine confidently predict 10.000
part of the European economy, but candidates next November from
if we succeed in keeping them from that State alone; with at least 6.000
communism. Russia will try some to 8,000 from the other five New
thing else, as in Greece, where she England states. This Ls to be a gen
has placed an army cn the northern uine six-state affair, with a fair
border to help the Greek com prospect that even the Columbus
munists.
class may be exceeded.
Russia has vast resources in man
Present plans call for cenferring
power and military supplies, and the Seventh Degree ten times, two
except for ourselves there is no com full days being devoted to that work
parable power to check her aggres- the first week of the session, five
s:ons. It is our falling that in time classes each day. The Portland
of peace we do not prepare for war, event next Ndvember will probably
neither do we hesitate to use much be largest fraternal society gath
of bluster, and bluff in spite of un ering ever staged in the New Eng
preparedness. If we are going to be land area.
the guardian of the smaller nations
• • • •
we have the responsibil ty of main
Keen interest follows the an
taining adequate forces.
The nouncement of a nation-wide
speaker thought that if there had Grange community service contest
been any nation that could have ifor the year 1948. which ls the most
compared in force with Germany, extensive feature of the sort ever
the two great wars need never staged by >hat group. Prizes run
have been fought.
ning high Into the thousands of
The U N. is supposed to be a po dollars are offered to local Grange
licing pcwei*in the world. But it units which render the most dis
has never been permitted to equip tinct improvement service to the
itself for this work.
home community this year, to Im
If given the authority it might prove its appearance, its health or
solve the problem for keeping the other local agencies of the neigh
world peace. If a war-minded na borhood.
tion Is unopposed, it becomes em
First prize is almost startling—
boldened in its dmands upon other funds sufficient to build and equip
nations. As a strong nation we a Granee hall suited to the needs
should work hard to develop a unit of that locality, to cost not less than
ed front with the smaller nations. $12,000. Second prize will be Grange
And while there is the thought of kitchen equipment to the value of
war our citizens should be trained, $1500. Third, the same as second, to
as the trained man has much the the value of $1000 Alternate prizes
better chance of survival. If you are offered, for Grange choice.
have any thoughts along these lines
• • • •
pass them on to your congressman.
Congress wants to know, in fact i At International Trade Organi
Congress has the listening attitude. zation Conference recently in ses
The Judge called attention to the sion at Havana, Cuba, the National
way our Government is giving away Grange has been represented by
our money. Congress should never 'the chairman of its executive comhave the power to give away any
thing. This power belongs to the own economy.
Visiting Rotarians, Percy Keller,
people. We should recapture this
power. If the Congress keeps on C J .•Butterfield, Hugh Montgom
giving w thout accounting we are ery, Alton H. Crone, Gil Harmon,
Crosby L. Ludwick, W. L. Dickens,
headed for trouble.
As the other nations are relying A C. Hocking. The guest, Daniel
on us, we should make sound our Noonan.—By R. L. W.

IGHSCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS
Marilyn Cates and' Tammy Bell Capt. I.each, If...... 3
are assisting Principal Clunie in the Cameron, rf ........ 0
.Roberts, rf ........... 1
office this week.
The second year Latin Club met 'Mahar, eg............. 0
Saturday.| The old business was Dennis, eg..... . ..... 0
about the club’s pins, which the ' Kent, eg .............. O
treasurer reported were sent for . Hootill, rg..... ....... 0
Jan. 24. Everyone participated in ' Ilvonen, rg ............ 0
tw’o games of Latino. The winner of I Wotton. lg............. 0
the first game was Roland Ware and • Robishaw, lg ........ 0
Janette Sulides was the winner of
Totals ................ 6
the second .prize. Prizes were award
ed to each. The next meeting will
Thomaston
be held Feb. 27.
Rockland 18, Thomaston 15

Saturday night the Rockland
Junior High School girls played a
preliminary game w th Thomaston.
It was Rockland's fifth straight wan.
I<each was high scorer with nine
points for Rockland, and Sawyer
was high scorer for Thomaston with
seven points.
Rockland
G.
F.
P
Bohn, cf .......... .... 2
15

mittee, Kenzie S. Bagshaw of
Pennsylvania. This is the sixth of
such international conferences, cov
ering food and other important
topics, in which the Grange organi
zation has had a seat.
• • • •
The New York State Grange
maintains a Revolving Scholarship
Fund, from which cash loans are
made at low interest rates, to
Grange young people who desire
to continue their education beyond
the public high school. Its total
now exceeds $100,000—all Orange
contributions—and Ioans to the
amount of $142,975 have been made
since the establishment of the
Fund in 1928.

OWL’S HEAD

Harriman, cf....... ..

18

G.
3

Ifemiev, If ............. 1
3
Capt. Burton, eg ... 0
Mayo, rg .......
0
Jenkins, rg ........... 0
Glidden, rg ___
0
Spear, lg ............. 0
Sawyer, rf

Totals ____ ___ 7
Referee, Mike Quinn
6s.

1

spectively, made the presentation of
flowers to the r great- aunt, Mrs.
Fredette, following her installation.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Maurice Emerson Of Ston
ington was week-end guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbe:t Rackliff.
Friends were grieved to hear of
the sudden death of Stanley May
nard at his home in East Milton.
Mass. Mr. Maynard has owned a
cottage on Spruce Head Island for
several years.
The Knitting Club met Wednes
day night with Mrs. I’ene Davis.
Late lunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Melton Sturgis, Sr.,
'have returned home from a weeks'
! visit with relatives in Newton Hlgh1 lands. Mass
' MLss Dorothy Simmons of Friendshin was a week-end guest of Miss
Mildred Randall.
Herbert Rackliff is a patient at
the Veterans' Hospital in Togus

Attending the Installation of offi
cers of Forget-me-Not Chapter.
O.E S. in South Thomaston Monday
when Mrs Ellena Frredette was in
stalled worthy matron: Alfred Fredette, asscate patron; Mrs. Belle
Robarts, Martha; Mrs. Marian
MATIN ICIIS
Thompson, Esther and Mrs. Marga
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Hill and
ret Knowlton, organ'st, all of this
place were: Mrs. Nellie Reed. Mrs. son Walter have been in Rockland
Paul Seavey, Mr. and Mrs. Uno Ilvo a week while Walter has been ill
nen and daughter Mary, Mrs. Fran with tonsllitls.
cis Dyer, Mrs. Ethel Whalen Mrs. | Mrs. Gladys Mitchell was in Rock
Edna Willis, Mrs. Edna Small. Mr. land a few days recently on busi
and Mrs. Maurice Harvey and ness.
Hilda Ames has returned home
daughter Molly. Mrs. Inez Dyer,
Mrs. Courtney Poster, Mrs Hans after spending some time on the
Neilson of Ash Point; Mr. and Mrs ' mainland.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Young went
Karl Tall. Mrs. Frarncis Montgom
ery and daughter Ramona. Mrs. Or i last Tuesdav to Rockland.
Mr and Mrs. L. L. Young, Mr.
rin Smith, Ralph Thompson, Mrs.
Lou'se Ingraham, Mr. and Mrs. i and Mrs. Harold Bunker and Mr.
Stanley Heath and son Wayne, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Your.g went Wed
and Mrs. Robert Harvey and daugh nesday to Rockland with Max
ters "Bobbie” and Kathy, Mrs Beu Young. Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
lah Wotton, Mr. and Mrs. William Young are caring for the Bunker's
JilLson, Charles Harvey, Barbara home in their absence.
and Betty Knowlton, Mr.s Fla
Thermometer readings varied In
Berry, Miss Eleanor Payson of In different places on the island Friday
graham Hill. Five-year-old Molly morning, but there were no indica
and Kathy Harvey, prettily dressed tions that Spring was just around
in long gowns of pink and blue re the comer.

DODGE

... MOVES FORWARD BY LEAPS and BOUNDS

Before World War II. U. S. manu
facturing and processing industries
had 50.600,000 horsepower available
and U. S. agriculture had 07,000,000
horsepower.

Plus
H. G. WB1S' fantastic out oi Bus world dm

TMHMsme
numnvnfs
A REALART PICTURF

Complete Shows at 2.00, 6.25, 730
COMING FRIDAY, SATURDAY
■ REO RYDER as
“THE MARSHAL OF CRIPPLE

CREEK”

It is now well known and demonstrated that
Dodge is alone in its own field, and moving
fast into all fields of automobile selection. It

is a car whose qualities of performance have
nothing to do with price, simply because price

cannot buy them elsewhere.

GILBERT C. LATTE
FUNERAL HOME
9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN

The Lowest Priced Car with Fluid-Drive

TEL. 8225
DOROTHY S. LAITE
Licensed Funeral Director

NELSON BROTHERS - 515 Main Street, Rockland

ROBERT E. LAITE
EARLE EAME8

8-tf

15

Time, four

WWW
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Tlie House Committee for the
Junior Class play, "The Doctor Has
A Daughter”" to be presented Feb.
11-12 at the High School, include
Hospital Auxiliary Plans In
Joan Proctlr, chairman, Marilyn Opportunity Class Had Large
Cates. Arlene Cross, William HairiAttendance
On
Happy
teresting Double Event
man, Christine Heard, Richard
Occasion
For February 10
Jones, Dorothy Pettee. Lynne Rog
ers, Merton Sawyer and Grace , The annual banquet of Opportun
At
a
board meeting Saturday of
A telephone message to Mr. and
The Odds and Ends of the Con- j Thompson This group will take ity Class was held Thursday night
the Knox Hospital Auxiliary, mak
responsibility
for
the
checking
of
Mrs. Milton Rollins, James street, gregational Church met Thursday
ing plans for the annual silver tea
at the First Baptist Church with a
from Edinburgh, Texas, brought night in the vestry with Mrs. Edith tickets and box office sales.
and musicale, to be held Feb 10, st
large attendance. Members and
.^ord Jan. 27 that a daughter, Cath Billings, Mrs. Lee Beals and Miss
2.30 p m., in Bek Home for Nurses,
guests
were
greeted
at
the
doors
by
The
Comity
Circle,
Young
Peo

erine Linda, had been born to S-, Hilma Bradstreet as
hostesses.
the following chairmen were ap
Sgt. and Mrs. Harlan Rollins ln Plans were made for a banquet to ples group in the Universalist I the hostesses. Mrs. Alice Kaler.
pointed. Mrs. Dorothy Dowling,
that city. Sergeant Rollins is sta be held Peb. 17, at Newbert’s Res Church will meet Thursday night Mrs. Marion Lindsey, Mrs. Helen
general chairman;
Mrs. Helen
tioned ln Rapid City, but is at pres taurant at 7 p. m., this committee with Mr and Mr.s. Talbot. 73 Talbot Bean and Mrs Pauline Saunders.
Bean, tea and refreshments; Mrs.
Mrs. Marion Lindsey, genera!
ent with Mrs. Rollins and Cather will be in charge of arrangements, avenue. Dr. Lowe will give his third
Beulah Ames, musicale; Mrs. Halen
ine on furlough.
Mrs. Luella Post, Mrs. Ann Karl and talk on ' Achieving Happiness In chairman, was . assisted by Mrs.
Lamb, exhibits; Mrs. Maude Blod
The Only Use For It
Louise Sherer, Mrs. Margaret Rob
Mrs. Delia Lowell, Refreshments Married Life.”
gett,
publicity Mrs. Louise Burgess,
bins, Mr.s Helen Gregory, Mrs.
“The mill has made a big mistake
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel E. Dustin of were served. Present were: Mrs.
president
of
Auxiliary.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ingerson en Mar cn Lester. Mrs. Maud Tibbetts
in this last lot of paoer. It’s so hard
Newton, Mass., were week-end vis Sybil Orne, Mrs. Agnes Brewster.
The Maine Coast Craftsman’s As and smooth and impervious that no
itors or Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Carsley, Mrs. Mary Eurenus, Mrs. Helen tertained Saturday night at cards. and Mrs. Beulah Wotton.
sociation,
embracing
people
from
The dining room presented a pic
body can write on it. Shall we send
Pleasant street.
Leach, Mrs. Corice Leach, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Green of
Searsport through to Damariscotta it back?”
Jean Hodgkins. Mrs. Luella Post. Rockland and Alvin McFarland of ture of unusual beauty with a sil
is
to
exhibit
handiwork
which
wil
’
ver Winter bouquet and pink crepe
"No. don't do that,” sai d the
Mrs. John P. Carl. Grace street Miss Mary Wasgatt, Mrs. Iva Ware, Boston. Luncheon was served.
include weaving, rug making, block thoughtful partner; “we’ll sell it to
paper roses, flanked by tall white
had a family party Friday to cele Mrs. Gloria Gifford. Mrs. Virginia
printing,
tray
painting,
handThe Knox-Waldo Hairdressers tapers as the centerpiece of each
the insurance companies for their
brate the fifth birthday of her Huntley, Mrs. Delia Lowell, Mrs.
wrought copper, silk screening, wat advertising blotters.”
^/daughter, Cynthia. The jolly party Jay Dean, Mrs. Mildred Edwards. Association will hold their monthly table. For each of the diners were
er
colors,
wood
carving,
etc.
• • • •
was featured by three birthday Mrs. Inez Harden, Mrs. Edith Bill- meeting Thursday night at 7 p. m.. personalized favors, corsages fci
The following musicale program
Feel, Think And Work Together
cakes, ice cream and dainty favors. rings. Mrs Rachel Hill, Miss Hilma at the Hotel Rockland. Mr. Angelo the women and boutonnieres for the
will be presented.
Games followed the refreshments. Bradstreet. Mrs Helen Plummer, from Augusta who will do special men .cleverly contr ved from pink
Piano duet. Mrs. Nathalie Snow Who say we cherls.i far-off feud,
repe paper and white paper doilies.
Guests were: Mrs. William A. Karl iMrs, Lee Beals, Mrs. Ruth Staples, hair cutting and hair styling.
Still nurse the ancient grudges?
and
Miss Dorothy La wry: vocal so
Each
waitress
wore
a
pink
crepe
pa

and sons Peter and Billy. Mrs. Mrs. Florence Post and Mrs. Elea
lo. Miss Janet Escorsio: reading Show me the title of this brood
Mission Circle of the First Bap per apron and headband, trimmed
Mauri-e Pitts and daughter. Dorna. nor Glover.
Of self-appointed judges;
Mrs. Madlene Jackson; piano solo
tist Church will meet Wednesday w th the paper doilies,, even to the
Richard Karl, Jr.. Mrs. Fred Carter
Miss Bertha Dondis; vocal solo. Their name, their race, their nation,
at
2.30
in
the
vestry.
pocket
1
.
The
altogether
charming
and the two grandmothers, Mr.s.
clan
The Opportunity Class of the
Mrs. Jane Folev; piano duet. Mrs
Harold Karl and Mrs. Della Baker First Baptist Church will hold its I King Solomon's Temple Royal decorations were the handiwork of
And we will teach them whether
Faith Berry and Mrs. Ruth Dalton
Mrs.
Maud
T
bbetts
of Fairfipld.
February meeting with Mrs. Eve Arch Chapter. meets Thursday
Chairman of the tea will be Mrs We do not , as nene others can
The waitresses, all members of
Peel, think and work together.
lyn Crockett, Rockland street, night for business and balloting.
Helen Bean, assisted by. Mrs Elsie
the MacDonald Class, included Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Leslie Tripp of Thursday, Peb. 5.
—AUred Tennyson.
Munsey. Mrs. Sarah Marsh. Mrs
Allred
Young,
Mrs.
Dorothy
Mac

Portland and Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
• • • •
Wednesday morning at a High
Ellena
Fredette.
Mrs.
Lucy
Ran

Bowen apd two sons of Norfolk, Va.,
Universalist Mission Cirrie meets School Assembly, Albert F. Means pherson, Mrs. Shlrlene Palmer, Mrs.
Strong man of the crab family is
kin,
Mrs.
Gertrudp
Jordan,
Mrs
were visitors Sunday at the home Wednesday at 2.30 in the vestry. secretary of the Camden Y M. C.- Shirley Billings, Mrs. Ann Billings,
Ceeta Whitmore Mrs. Martha Sen the stone crab. It can easily crack
A of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Tripp at The The subject for study will be "The A., will address the High School on ''Irs. Eleanor Ames, Mrs. Frances
ter. Mrs. Athleen Pease. Mrs. Flor the shell of oysters, mussels and
Philbrook,
Mrs.
Virginia
Thomas,
Highlands.
Influence of Taolsln on China,” ' Supervised Recreation " and what
clams.
In scientific tests these
ence Snow.
Mrs.
Mildred
Hart,
Mrs.
V
rglnia
crabs have closed their pincers
Mrs. Kathryn St. Clair giving the
be done for the boys and girls Stoddard and Mrs. Kathleen Har
Lend-A-Hand Class meets Friday I paper. Miss Annie Frost will fol- can
against an cooosing strain of more
ARAUJO-CURTIS
of Rockland at Community Build
at 2 with Mrs. Ruby Allen.
i low with a paper on ' Ancestor Wor- ing. Also on the program are Fred riman.
Miss Clara Curt s, daughter of j than 60 pounds.
Brief
past
prandial
exercises
were
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Curtis. Pleas- i
....
Anderson Auxiliary meets Wed |ship” Miss Margaret Stahl and Mrs. eric H. Bird, chairman cf the Com- held at table with the president,
ant Gardens will become the bride
At Low Tide
nesday night with .supper at 6 .Ruth Dalton will play a Chinese 1 munity Building executive commit Mrs Elizabeth Williamson, calling
of Alphonse Joseph Araujo, son of ’ At low tide, in the coral shallows—
o'clock The meeting will be at 7.30. jduet on two pianos. The hostesses tee. James Connellan. and Thomas upon Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles Mac
will be Mrs. Fred True. Mrs. Ada i Chisholm.
the late John J. Araujo and Mrs. 1 Indigo against the aquamarine—
Donald
and
Ansel
Young,
superin

Por that coming stork shower, Hewett, Mrs Annabelle Berry, Mrs.
Helen P Araujo of Fall River, The Hawaiian women wade
tendent
of
the
Sunday
School
for
Miss
Gloria
Witham,
daughter
Grace
Daniels
and
Mrs.
Clara
hand crocheted baby sets, $2 49 set.
Mass, tonight at St. Bernard’s Rec- To find seaweed: for their supper,
remarks,
and
Mrs.
Clara
Emery,
o"
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nathan
Witham
Smith.
The Remnant Shop. 200 Main st.
tory. A reception will be held fol- .Here and there they bend, groping—
and a senior at Sargent College cf teacher cf the Class, read a greet
9-10
lowing the ceremony at the home j One in a yellow Mother Hubbard,
1 Mrs. Robert Paul returned Sun Physical Education
has been ing from Mrs. Lena Browne of Bos
of the bride's s ster, 281 Main One In ted.
day from the Pratt Diagnostic awarded a scholarship by Dean ton, founder of the Class. Past.
street. The couple will be attended ■ And: one in blue
Miss Mary Ann Brenner
Clinic.
George Makechnie. This scholarship pres dents and charter members
by Mr.s. Phyll s Orlspi and Joseph With a hat of woven leaves.
were
fittingly
recognized.
entitles Miss Witham to study for
Mrs.
M. Bieinncr of Dutton Park, Brisbane, Australia, announces the
j At the edge of the reef,
The Maine Women’s Club of the Summer session at Sargent Col.
Adjournment was made to the ves engagement of her daughter, Mary Ann, to George W. Ellis, son of Mr. Rezendes.
The couple will leave Wednesday Tlie waves roll back like long white
New York will meet at 2 p. m.. Sat lege Catpp where she will work to try where Mrs. Clara Gregory, pro
and Mis. I . If. Ellis of Koeklanrl, Me. The ueddiiiK will take place upon for Fall River, where they plan to
seashells;
TJiere will be a sale of
urday. Feb. 14 in the Women's wards her masters’ degree.
gram chairman, presented these Miss Bremnrr's arrival lo tlie I nited States in the near future.
make their home.
Wliile the echo of the women's
Club Rooms of the John Wanamaknumbers: Readings, Mrs. John Macvoices
Fancy Articles, Candy and er Store Broadwav & 9th street, A skating party was held recent- Pherscn, III. Mrs. Helen Bean. Mrs.
SM U.l —BOUCHARD
Makes a lilting pattern
New York City. Program: “The lv by the member., of the Busv Bee Frances Sherer; piano solos, Mrs.
The Tyler Tea tor tlie month of
Mr. and Mrs. Louts L. Bouchard Across the fair sand.
Junior Rubinsteins
Cooked Food
World's Calling.'' The speaker will Club and their husband Refresh Nellie Magune; vocal duets, Mrs. January was held at the Warren
• • • •
of East Millinocket announce the
take his listeners on a trip around ments were served at the home of Shirlene Palmer and Barbara street school
Friday afternoon.
at G. A. R. HALL
Tent And Mountain Pass
j ii i-r n
i <->■ i engagement of their daughter,
the world, with colored slides illus the president. Mrs. E-nest Harring Clark; vocal solo, Ansel Young. Mr. Mrs. Josephine Deshon and virc m
Mr“ Plaved Host To Parent Club Charlotte, to Everett Small. son of
In Memoriam—W O. Fuller
Next Thursdav Afternoon trating the talk. There will be in ton, Court street. Those attending MacDonald showed moving pictures Julia Goodwin were hostesses.
A tent—it is
cluded a motion picture visit to a were:
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Mrs. Helen McKinney was in There was a good attendance and
PUBLIC SUPPER AT 6.00
With
Program
Of
Much
“
r
eet
nd
R^
s
ia"
d
vin
8maU
'
Limerock
A lonesome thing
radio station, the full realism of a Wooster, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rack- charge of the games.
an active participation in a dis
Above
it flashes
Merit
Miss
Bouchard
is
a
graduate
of
large
scale
broadcast.
A
large
audi

cussion
on
Obedience
”
conducted
ljffe. Mr. and Mrs. George GheraFISH CHOWDER, 35c
Birds on wing;
_, _ ,
------ Garrett Schenck High School and
ence has been assured. Guests will dis, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harring
Miss Betty O'Brien and Frank by Mrs. Virginia Lord. Hostesses
T.te Rubinstein Club was delight- the Eastern Academy of Beauty
Above it shines
be welcome.
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Kendrick Dor Sawyer were honor guests Saturday for the February tea will be Mrs. fully entertained Friday night in Culture in Bangor and the past two
Star wandering;
man and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence night at a buffet supper and kitch Mildred Edwards and Mrs. Barbara
At morn gay swallows
Lord.
en shower at the home of Mrs. R. Grififi’.h. Mrs. Joseph Smith of Bath. the Universalist vestry by the Junior vears ha-s l?!een employed with Al’s
Dip and skim—
Dorothv Bi<Uty<,Sal,?n in RocklandMorton Estes, Talbot avenue with President of the Maine Congress Rub n.te.n Club.11 Miss
r
Dorothy
Mr. Small paduated from Rock.
But through it all
Wendell E. Webber who has been M ss Louise Veazie as assisting hos of P. T A. will be guest speaker at Iawrv <.«
coupsell°}" of the Junior land High School and during World
A call comes dim.
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. tess. Following the supper the the Tyler meeting Feb. 9. members Pl„hy'
proud of the War II served as an electrician in
Where barriers lift
Edwin E. Webber, Warren street, guests adjourned to the game room of all P. T. A., units in Rockland rii-stan/tin feC
“at h^8 .^,US!C‘?nS 5he present- the 20th Air Force, with 21 months
Their mountain mass,
We Expertly Frame Water Colors, Oil Paintings
for two weeks returned to New where a social evening was enjoyed. who are interested will be wel ed
when thf l-i2? '. 11 J,S hoped that in thp China-Burma-Indla area. He
You’ve found at length
York today accompanied bv Robert Guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Charles comed at this meeting.
,i,
e
zero"
weather
has
was
discharged
as
Life's Khyker Paes
and Photographs
an Electrical
|T. Paul who has been visiting his Duff. Mr. and Mrs. John Duff, Mr.
■ ppeared, the group will repeat Specialist,
Lost is the load
A., and is now em
parents Mr. and Mrs. Robert Paul, ana Mrs. James Moulaison, Mr. and James Accardi of Philadelphia is their program to a larger, but cer
That burdened so.
Bring your Framing problems to us and choose from
tain!
----uui
ver
as salesman for Drake’s
Old County Road, since Thanks- Mrs. Edward Conlev. Mr and Mrs. visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. mnty not more appreciative audi ployed
Bakery.
And through the rift
Gaspar
Accardi,
Trinity
street
for
ence.
j
giving.
Wendell
has
been
3rd
mate
Lincoln
McRae,
Jr..
Miss
Ruth
our Wide Selection of Mouldings
You gladly go.
The wedding will take place Feb.
on the S. S Risden Tyler Bennett Emery. Donald Estes and R. Mor a few da.s.
Greetings from the Sen or Club 22, at the Congregational Church
For us the tent—
of the American Export Lines and ton Estes.
extended by the President, in East Millinocket.
The little place
The annual meeting of the Al were
Paul, 3rd assistant engineer On the
Mrs. Beulah Ames and were respond
With slower pace
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Webber and bert H. Newbert Association will ed to by M-ss Janice Koster, who
same ship. The Bennett has been deThe Comrades of the Way met
Because they’ve lost
the young men ex son Wendell were guests of Mr. and be held Friday night. Housekeepers announced the fallowing program.
493 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, TEL. 1220 i commissioned,
Sunday night at the home of Joan
Yoiir greeting's grace.
pect to join a new ship in New Mrs. Harry C. Hull Monday in are: Mrs. Helen Bean, Mrs. Gert Star Spangled Banner.
Champlin, for fruit cup and soup
Where friends now walk.
rude Boody, Mrs. Golden Munro and
Boothbay.
York.
'rile Audience
and then adjourned to the home of
Mrs. Be'sie Church. Members are
—Anna E. Coughlin.
acc. by Miss Elizabeth Herrick
• • • •
Arlene Edwards, Cedar street where
reminded to take dishes, butter and Piano Solo—Imoromptu In C sharp
Scientific tests have shown snakes
Minor
Rheingold she served dessert, assisted by Cor
prizes.
Miss Eertha Dondis
inne Edwards, following which a t be entirely deaf. Thus, the rat
Reading—Fashions.
social evening was enjoyed. Mem tler cannot hear his own rattle, and
Farnham Class of the Littlefield
Miss Joanne Chisholm
bers
present were: June Champlin, the cobra cannot take his rhythm
Memorial Church met In the ves P ano Duo—Deep Purple.
try Friday night for supper and a m: Dorothy Lawry, Mrs. Nathalie Snow Ruth Mahoney. Betty Crozier, Mar from the snake charmer’s music,
Special Guests
ilyn Spear, Henriella Stiles, Dianne but from the swaying of the per
social evening. Harry P Chase was Paper The Life
of Chopin
Cameron Ruth Bowley, Marie former’s body.
chairman assisted by William Dor
Miss Claire Brinkley
• • » •
Whalen, Corinne Edwards, Arlene
man. Members present were: Ron Soprano Sclos—
Smoke Ge s in Your Eyes.
This Nation will survive, this
Ke-n Edwards and Rev. Charles A. Mon
ald Lord. Clarence Dorman, Ken
Liebestraum.
Liszt teith. Miss Shirley Moon of Ells State will prosper, the orderly busi
drick Dorman. Rev. John Barker, i I Heard A forest Praying,
ness of life will go forward if only
worth was a special guest.
Boynton Shadie, Perley Bartlett, i
Miss Janette Escorsio
men can speak in whatever way
acc. by Miss Bertha Dondis
Sr., Roger Conant, Austin Ulmer. I
Mrs.
Johnny
Walker
of
the
Par

God
Bless
America.
Berlin
given bhem to utter what their
Carroll Wixson and Sherman Lord |
The Aud’ence
amount staff is a surgical patient hearts hold—by voice, by postal
accompanied by Miss Herrick
at Knox Hospital.
card, by letter or by press. Reason
Miss Shirley Moon of Ellsworth !
never has failed1 men. Only force
-was the week-end guest of Miss
Ray Kangas of Rockland has been
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ernest Keywood and! oppression have made the
Ruth Bowley. Traverse street.
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. of Union street, entertained at a
wrecks in the world.—William Allen
Kangas of 270 Park street. Mr. KanKarl E. O'Brien conductor on the gas returned to N? Y. C.. Feb? 2. birthria^nf'
‘of White. 1922.
Maine Central Railroad. is a sur- where he is employed as Chief Ra4°L
•t• •
The Birds And I
gical patient at Knox Hospital
|dto Officer for the American Paci Greene. A birthday cake was the
feature of the dinner.. Guests were
The birds and I
The Jolly Workers Club of the ,fic Steamshlp CoMr. and Mrs. Matthew Smith and
Migrate together,
Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church ! Mrs. Frederic H. Bird and Mrs Mr. and Mrs. Georg? C. Sandner.
With winging dream
met in the church Jan. 29. The Theodore S. Bird are co-chairmen
And whispering feather.
Mrs. Marion Cook entertained
next meeting wdl! be held in tllP of the Congregational church sup
—F C.
church at 7.30 Thursday.
per Wednesday night, assisted by T. H. B. Club Monday night at her
Beech street home. Honors in
Mrs.
Edwin
L.
Scarlott.
Mrs.
H.
Er

Maine's Popular Advisor
Paul Moran returned to Bowdoin
Keywood. Mrs. John M. Pom bridge were awarded to Mrs. Gladys
College Saturday after spending nest
eroy, Mrs. Lloyd M. Lawrence, Mrs. Rokes, Mrs. Grace Veazie and Mrs
the mid-year recess With his par Charles A. Rose, Jr.. Mrs. Cleveland Florence MoCartv. Mrs. Anna Paulents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr. Sleeper, Jr.. Mrs Carl O. Nelson. itz received the traveling prize. Mrs.
Over 20 Years Helping Folks
Send 5 Questions, $1 and Stamped
Mr.s. Gardner French, Mrs. Thomas Florence McCarty was a guest.
Envelope.
Full Page Reading In
L. Maker. Mrs. Leland Drinkwater
Capt. and Mrs. Edward Rich left
and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer.
yesterday for a visit of several cluded.
12 Third Street,
Bangor, Mf.
Robert Gregory and Winfield weeks in West Palm Beach. Fla.
70-T----- '-tf
FROM SNIFFIY, STUFFY DISTRESS OF Chatto are the co-chairmen o the
Browne Club meets Fridav night
annual men’s circle supper at the with Mrs. Ceeta Whitmore.
Methodist Church Wednesday night
DEAFENED?
Other members of the committee
SPRUCE
HEAD
are: Leroy Chatto, Ralph Clark.
Ajk Us ’•*»<»> More
Albert Davis
Richard Havener. Charles Jillson,
FEW DROPS
People Wear the IL JI
Philip
Newbert.
Leon
Fickett,
Albert Davis, who died Jan. 18 in
RIGHT
WORK FAST
Cheever Ames.
Ernest Buswell. a Bang::r hospital, .iged 72, was borti
WHERE TROUBLE
Frank Horevsack, Harry Dow. Her- Oct. 12. 1875, on Loud’s Island, son
sham Dr. H. V Tweedie. Alfred of James and Sarah Jane Davis.
McFarland. Rev. Alfred Hempstead. He had passed all his life in Clark
Instantly relief from head cold dis Russell Stewart.
Than All Other
Miles Sawyer. Island and this town, where he made
tress starts to come when you put a
Harold
Whitehlll.
Vernon
Studley.
ONE-UNIT
his
home
for
several
years
with
a
little Vicks Va-tro-nol in each nostril.
And if used in time, Va-tro-nol also Louis Philips Raymond Fogarty. Al sister, Mrs Martha Maker.
HEARING AIDS
'
helps prevent many colds from devel bert Havener. Richard Ellingwood.
In November he went to East Bel
Combined
oping. Follow directions in package. Gordon Beckwith. William Smith,
fast to visit another sister, Mrs
Donald Oglderwood and Curtis Sarah Paige, where illness came, [ Gtf FREE Booklet on Deafnes?
Goodwin.
making hospitalization necessary.
He is survived by the two sisters
mentioned, and sevetal nieces and GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
nephews.
THIS LOVELY
Fred L. Goodnow, Prop.
Funeral sendees and entombment
were in Belfast. Interment will be MAIN AND PARK STS. TEL. 440
in Forrest Hill, this town, in the
ROCKLAND, ME.
quality—with raising the standards by which
Cadillac’s attainment in the world of motor
Spring.
So Soft
motor cars are judged. Small wonder that
cars is the fruition of almost half a century

Its Annual Banquet

AUSTRALIAN GIRL TO WED

Tea And Musicale

Social Matters

This And That

SALE AND SUPPER

FRAMING

Colonial Photographic Services, Inc.

Rev. Ruth Mathias

GrandRelief
HeadColds!

Vicks vA-ne-Noi

PERMANENT

of unwavering adherence to the most ex

Cadillac has long been recognized as the

So Natural Looking

acting standards. Throughout all this time,
Cadillac has been concerned only with

world's supreme automotive creation —the
universal symbol of all that is good and fine.

So Easy To Manage
IS GIVEN BY US
FOR ONLY

If yo« are waiting for a new Cadillac—please be assured that every effort is being
made to further production. Demand is so great, however, that some delay in delivery
is still inevitable. But hold to your purpose! There is no substitute for a Cadillac.

■

ROCKLAND

finger wave
WITH SHAMPOO

a»i nn

BEAUTY GILBERT’S SALON

TEL. 889

—
f

Hu world's daily

$5.00

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY
WINTER STREET,

HOW YOU WILL
BENEFIT BY READING

375 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. PHONE 142
,l---- -
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Bore Art Treasures

SPOTLIGHT
ON THE GRADES
McLain School
Grade 6, Mrs. DeLaite

The children were much interest
ed to find, while studying snow
flakes. that each one has six points
and that no two have the same de
sign.
Gail Grant, from Massachusetts,
has enrolled in our class.
We are busy malting booklets
showing the •'pars of speech."
Housekeeping duties for the
week are being taken care of by
Carlene Kiskila. Joel McLain. Pru
dence Iott, Betty Hyland. Janice
Pickett and Priscilla Nash.
We were very much pleased to
receive compliments from two of
our special supervisors. Miss Steele
expressed her approval of our in
dividual neatness and Mrs. Sanborn
complimented us on our progress
in music.

Purchase Street
Grade 4, Miss Sleeper
Arithmetic Score Charts have
been kept lor the past three months.
Highest scores made by Patricia
York. Walter Wotton, Shirley Beal.
Carolyn Snow, Sandra Harriman,
Ann Nelson. Donald Mosher, Gary
Witham. Ronald Woodbury. Yvonne
Bellmore, Ellery McCluskey, George
Achorn
The class enjoyed for the first
time the Movie Projector showing
“The Life of the Eskimo.” Readers
end leader1 in the discussion were
Gary Witham. Carolyn Snow.
! George Phillips. The unit in Geog
raphy for January is "The Eskimo”
which is bringing forth much indi
viduality in poster and Language
Ar'.s.
The new Science books for the
Library Table are being much en
joyed.

Grade 6, Mrs. Barbour

on “Modem Meat Cookery" are as
follows;
WMt Itodtport
Farm Bureau
Feb. 3, at Mrs. Henry Keller’s with
Mrs. Henry Keller, Mrs. Mar/ Andrews and Mrs. Evelyn Merrifield on
the dinner committee.

I
|
i
>

| Hope Farm Bureau Feb. 4, at the
Grange Hall with Mrs. Agnes Eug’ ley and Mrs. Mildred Dunton on the
dinner committee.
i North Edgecomb Farm Bureau.
'Feb. 6, at Eddy Hall with Mrs. Ed
na Loring and Mrs. Edith Bryant
jOn the dinner committee.
the aircraft carrier USS Enterprise I Mis .Winifred Houdlette of West
during the first attack on Marcus Dresden has reorganized the PowIs’and: a letter bearing the auto ;nalboro 4-H Club with Ella Robingraph of the Marquise d Lafayette, son as president; Judy Peters, vice
i dated O?t. 28. 1833; a bronze replica president Mary Brown, secretary;
of the bust of John Paul Jones; and Priscilla Allen, flag bearer and Barpaintings of Naval heroes in U. S. bara Robinson, treausrer. Mrs. Per
history.
ry is the assistant leader.
The items n the art collection
were selected from the art treas
ures of the United States Naval , When the alarm of the alarm clock
Academy by Navy Secretary John seems to be weakening, perhaps all
L. Sullivan.
it needs is a few drops of machine
oil.

(

Farm Bureau Notei

Union Boy On Ship Which ............................ ....—
Dr. Kathryn Briwa. Extension
Carried Over a Million
Foods specialist, was speaker at the
P. T. A., at McLain School, Monday.
Dollars Worth
Jesse F. Hilt, machinist’s mate,
third class, USN. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Hilt of Route 2, Union
recently shared in the transporting
of over a million dollars' worth of
the United States Navy's art treas
ures from the Naval Academy at
Annapolis, Md., to Frame.
liis ship, the auxiliary cargo sup
ply ship USS Mercury, transported
the collection to Cherbourg, where
it was entrained for Paris and for
exhibition in the Salon de la Ma
rine.
The precious cargo will be on ex
hibit in February. Included in the
collection valued at $1,300,000 are
such naval trophies as the first
Japanese Flag captured in Japa
nese territory; the flag flown aboard

Tuesday-Friday

She discussed "Feeding the Family
Well" giving health standards and
showing slides on a nutrition study
made of Maine school children.
School lunches were also discussed
aria ways to build healthy bodies.
j Agent meetings held next week

I

turbo-alternators, turbines for the with the latest automatic devices
suvn as pressure controls, water
making of alternating current.

Powerful Station

level controls, steam temperature

Coal is used for fuel to create the
' * Wiscasset Plant Largest Of steam which turns the big gnera- controls and the like.
The steam goes from the boilers
(
Six Operated By the
tors. Th's coal Is brought to Wis to turbines which produce the elec
i
casset in cclliers capable of carrying tric energy. It is delivered at the
Central Maine
8000 tons ih their holds. The coal

The Mason station at Wis
casset is the largest of six
steam plants operated by the Cen
tral Maine Power Company for the
generation of electricity to supple
ment current supplied by water
power and Is of particular value in
I times of drouth such as the State
1 of Maine experienced last Fall and
; which it continues to experience.
The Wiscasset station has a rat
ed kilowatt capacity of 49.000 which
is considerable over half that gen
erated by the big Wyman dam at
Bingham. The station’s first unit
was cut in on Jan. 1. 1942; the sec
ond, Oct. 16, 1947. These two units
are 20.000 kilowatt General Electric

turbine's throttle at 600 pounds
Is unloaded by a steam-operated pressure and 750 degrees Fahrenheit
tower and piled in huge mountains in temperature. The turbines are
near the station. An average of 18-stage models which means that
40.000 tons is kept on hand. In ad- inside the shell is a horizontal shaft
d tion 65,000 barrels of oil are stored with 18 windmills on it and the
for emergency and the station can I steam pouring against these blades
be converted to oil if the need ar- I forces the shaft of the turbine to
rises.
revolve at 36C0 revolutions per
This coal before going into the 1 minute.
fireboxes of the boilers is ground j These turbo-alternators generate
into fine powder of about the same
consistency as talcum powder by 1 alternating current at 13,800 volts
g'ant pulverizers. Fans blow the which is transformed and stepped
coal dust into the fireboxes and it up to 110,000 volts for distribution
is burned in suspension, that is. it over the company's high tension
becomes ignited in the air of the lines.
fire box before it has a chance to j Central Maine Power Co., has
four other smaller steam plants at
drop to the grates below
The boilers have a capacity of Biddeford, Bucksport, Farmingdale
125,000 pounds of steam per hour, and Lewiston. — Lincoln County
each, and there are four of them. News.

Crescent Street
Sub-primary Mrs. Parsons

Robert Crie. Edward Baxter and
Earl Titus made map puzzles o. Af
rica. Europe and Asia with jig
saws.
The Silver Star Club had a quiz
program Friday planned by chair
men Peter Alex and Donald Keat
ing. assisted by Perry Hooper. Earl
Titus and Neal Douglas as profes
sors. and Allan Pernald. Edward
Baxter. Robert Crie Danny Flana
gan. John Black and Russell Wixson as "The Quiz Kids."

Linda Cottvell has left our class
and is now going to school in
Thomaston.
Grade 1, Mrs. Merrill
Leo Chase is back in school after
,a long absence.
All the children in our room
having milk each day. They are
enjoying their milk period very
much and we hope to see the weight
of each child increase before the
end of next term.
Grade 5, Mrs Hall
Grace Street
The children are busily drawing ;
Grade 4. Miss Kimball
for Mrs. Podkowa’s Spring exhibit.
New pupils recently entered are
Frank Taft brought his stamp Patricia Stanley from Swans Island,
collection to show the class.
and Joseph Duncan from Portland.
Betty Richardson has lovely
Penner Hill School Mrs. Nelson
views of New Orleans which she
This week the bulletin board
brought to show us.
features pictures, clippings and
Donald Widdecomb is an excell stories pertaining to Science
Anne and Sandra Peterson as
ent helper when we need material
sisted in selecting books for the
put in order or collected.
reading
table from the Public Li
We are quite interested in some
pictures which show the results of brary.
A hygiene record which has been
the lack of certain vitamins. Hence
forth, cabbage will be on our daily kept for a month has been com
pleted. The children received cred
menu, also carrots and cheese.
it marks for teeth brushed, hair
Grade 5, Mrs. Parr
combed, clean handkerchiefs, hands
Members of this class planned a and nails.
radio program tor English Class Robert Benner brought the book.
last week. Many original commer "Hans Brinker and The Silver
cials, poems, plays or stories were Ska es.” to school.
presented by the class. Eugene KenThe childrens magazines which
niston arranged the numbers on the are brought bv Bonnie Chase, are
program. Announcer for the Fri instructive end enjoyable.
day’s program, Sherrill Harding.
Tyler School
Monday the Social Studies class
Grade 3, Mrs. Perry
observed an interesting movie on
digging oil wells named •"10,000 Weather calendars have been
made for this month. A picture in
Feet Deep."
square representing the day:
In observance of Thrift week each
many of our class wrote questions s’ormy denoted by a raised umbrel
inspired by the sayings of Benja la. clbudy by a closed umbrella,
min Franklin such as “A Penny fair by a picture of the sun, child’s
saved is a penny earned." Her birthday by a flower.
During our story telling period
man Hart visited the class this week
to talk about the value of saving Judy Korpenin told the story to
her grade. Later she retold it to the
accounts.
Sub-Primary children.
Grade 3, Mrs. Lowe
David Hill. Julian Rubenstein,
Janice Black is tfack in school Jan nine Hill and Charles Cross, re
after her recent illness.
ceived lOCg; in the “If I Were Go
The class is beginning the study ing" Group. Comprehension Test
of “The Eskimos.”
Friday.
The Brownies and Fairies are
Among the more than 18.000 can
enjoying their new work books.
All children have been weighed didates who received the Seventh
Degree at the recent Columbia ses
this month.
Billy Bird brought his A. B. C. sion of the National Grange, were
records to school. They were much Governor Thomas J. Herbert Unit
ed States Senator Robert W. Taft
enjoyed by the class.
and Chief Justice Cary W. WeyGrade 1, Miss Gordon
B-and- of the Stat" Supreme Court
First grade had a telephone act Hon. Clinton Anderson. National
ivity this week. Lynda Goodnow Secretary of Agriculture, who was
brought her toy telephone. First top speaker at the convention, is
grade had a dramatization, stories, also a Grange member, having re
cut out pictures of telephones, reived his Seventh Degree several
drawings and song “The Telephone years ago.

Savitt s»

•rgOHA #
ALE ONE DAY ONLY TAurs.

Feb. 5

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS OF GORGEOUS
FUR COATS DRASTICALLY REDUCED
Sensational savings on gorgeous For Coots. We ore oat to smash our own history*
making records and save you as much as 50% and more on these beautiful coats
In your own interest, hurry in tomorrow for these hord-to-beat volues.

BEAUTIFUL SHEARED BEAVE

k DYED MOUTON

LAMB

REGULARLY

’189
HOLLANDER NORTHERN

BACK MUSKRATS

$ ItLW
J|

Call."

Everyone misses Gail Ladd who
Mexico is considering .a new law
is away for several weeks.
to control all rents.

laTouraine Coffee

regularly

’300

d
SAVE

£pOT
o*

icoffee^
TRY

,

LA TOURAINE TEA

YOU MYGHE AS WELL HAVE THE BEST

PRICES ARE LOW AT

BOBILL S

Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
Including Sundays

AUNT JEMIMA FAMILY FLOUR ............ $2.27
SOUR PICKLES....................... 1 qt. jar .25
TASTY CHEESE............................. lb. .69
DAVIS BAKING POWDER....... 12 oz. can .15
JOHNSON YELLOW EYED BEANS ... 2 lbs. .49
CALIFORNIA PEA BEANS............... 2 lbs. .43
FISH BITS....... ............................. lb. .29
PURE CURRANT JELLY........... 12 oz. jar .21
LITTLE PIG PORK ROAST.................... lb. .49
PORK CHOPS................................. lb. .55
ARMOUR’S OLEOMARGARINE.............. lb. .43
ARMOUR’S PURE LARD..................... lb. .33
SIRLOIN STEAK............................... lb. .63
PIG’S LIVER..................................... lb. .35
CIGARETTES, Popular Brands....... carton 1.87

• Leap®1*

B'atk Me, Gen»'»e
• Gray °Ve*
ete*-Out
• Silver B»ae
e HoUonder
e Ch'»"ese .
a Rus<>Qn ■

■oeeaa**

You Can Have Your Orders Delivered For 86c, within City Limit.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Pay balance to suit your own conven
ience while weering your coat. No
delay — no red tape. All butineu
dealings in strict confidence.
You may take your coat with you
immediately if you wish.

Rockland

BOBILL’S MARKET
Comer Broadway and Pleasant Street
TELEPHONE 1218

A--:

IS ALL YOU NEED

• Gray °T
• Sr***0
Tax

s

